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Abstract
The overall goal of this thesis is to apply the theory of Goodwillie calculus to the
category Algo of algebras over a spectral operad.
Its first part generalizes many of the original results of Goodwillie in [14] so that
they apply to a larger class of model categories and hence be applicable to Algo.
The second part then applies that generalized theory to the Algo categories. The
main results here are: an understanding of finitary homogeneous between such cate-
gories; identifying the Taylor tower of the identity in those categories; showing that
finitary n-excisive functors can not distinguish between Algo and Algo,, the cate-
gory of algebras over the truncated operad O<; and a weak form of the chain rule
between the algebra categories, analogous to the one found in [1].
Thesis Supervisor: Mark J. Behrens
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Overview
Our primary goal in this paper is to extend the notion of Goodwillie calculus so that
it can be applied to the categories Algo of algebras over a spectral operad, and to
then establish some of the basic results about such calculus.
There are hence two main parts to the paper, the first part dealing with gen-
eral results about Goodwillie Calculus in reasonably general model categories, and a
second part dealing with results which apply specifically to Algo.
1.1 Part I
The main goal of this part is to establish a fairly general setup in which to do Good-
willie calculus, extending the treatment of Goodwillie in [14].
There are two main results. The first is the existence of universal n-excisive
approximations, which is Theorem 4.12. The second is the classification of n-homoge-
neous functors F: C -+ ) (at least under some finitary conditions) as having the
form F = Qo((p o (E")xn)hr.), where F: Stab(C)xn -* Stab(D) is a symmetric
multilinear functor between the stabilizations. In the current write-up, this result
corresponds to piecing together Proposition 6.7, which shows such functors factor
through Stab(D) (provided they are determined by their values on a small subcategory
C' c C), Proposition 5.29, showing that, provided the target category is stable, a
homogeneous functor is recovered from it's cross effect, and Theorem 7.2, which
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proves directly that multilinear symmetric functors factor through stabilizations on
both source and target.
The following is a more detailed overview of the paper.
Chapter 2 establishes some of the general assumptions on model categories and
functors between them used throughout the paper. Particularly important is Propo-
sition 2.9, stating informally that, in any cofibrant model category, "linear/direct"
colimits over a large enough ordinal commute with finite holims.
Chapter 3 establishes the basic definitions of excisive functors (via hocartesian/
hococartesian cubes), and many of their basic properties, which are generally straight-
forward generalizations of the analogous properties found in [14]. Of some technical
interest seems to be Proposition 3.15, which is currently necessary for the proof of
Theorem 4.12 (check Remark 4.15 for more on this).
Chapter 4 then establishes the first main result, Theorem 4.12, for the existence
of universal n-excisive approximations P.F. These are constructed via Goodwillie's
T.F, except those are iterated a transfinite number of times. Excisiveness of this
construction then follows by Goodwillie's usual proof combined with Proposition 2.9
and holds generally under the assumption that C,V are cofibrantly generated model
categories. The proof of universality seems currently more delicate, however, relying
on Proposition 3.15, which currently requires the source category C to be either a
pointed simplicial model category or a left Bousfield localization of one.
Chapter 5 establishes that, when the target category D is stable, homogeneous
functors and multilinear functors determine each other (Propositions 5.26 and 5.29),
and is a fairly straightforward generalization of the treatment in [14]. This requires
no further assumptions on the categories.
Chapter 6 establishes that homogeneous functors can be delooped. This does
require additional conditions on the categories. Namely, it is rather unclear how to
generalize Goodwillie's proof of this when the T are to be iterated a transfinite num-
ber of times, so that one is forced to assume P, can be constructed via countable
iterations, and this, in turn, essentially amounts to assuming that, in the target cat-
egory D, countable directed hocolims commute with finite holims. It also establishes
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the infinitely iterated result, Proposition 6.7.
Finally, Chapter 7, deals with showing Theorem 7.2. This too imposes more con-
ditions on the model categories, most obviously requiring that the stabilizations (as
defined in [201) exist, and the further technical condition that in those stabilizations
one can detect weak equivalences by looking at the Q**~ functors (see [20] for a
discussion of this condition).
1.2 Part II
In Part II we then apply the theory developed in Part I to the specific case of functors
between categories of the form Algo.
Chapter 8 introduces the basic necessary definitions and notations about symmet-
ric spectra Spy, model structures in that category, operads and algebras over them,
and model structures in the categories of algebras.
Chapter 9 then begins the task of understanding (finitary) homogeneous functors
between algebra categories by understanding their stabilization. The results here
are Theorem 9.3 and its Corollary 9.8 showind that the stabilization of Algo is the
module category Modo(l.
Chapter 10 completes the task of classifying (finitary) homogeneous functors be-
tween algebra categories by classifying homogeneous functors between their stabiliza-
tions, the module categories. The result here is Theorem 10.2, which generalizes the
well known characterization in the case of spectra.
Finally, chapter 11 concludes the paper by establishing our main results about
Goodwillie calculus in the Algo categories. In section 11.1 we finally establish Theo-
rem 11.3, saying that the Goodwillie tower for IdAig, is indeed the homotopy comple-
tion tower studied in [17]. Section 11.2 establishes Theorem 11.8, which is probably
more surprising. It roughly says that, as far as (finitary) n-excisive functors are
concerned, Goodwillie calculus can not distinguish the category Algo from Algo.
Lastly, section 11.3 establishes Theorem 11.12, which shows the Algo categories sat-
isfy at least a weak analogue of the chain rule from [1].
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Additionaly, there is also Appendix A, which is dedicated to proving Proposition
A.8, a basic result about the positive flat stable model structure on SpE, and which
is used in the proof of Theorem 9.3. Queerly, though this result can be viewed as
one of the main reasons for why algebraic structures in SpE admit projective model
structures, the treatments in the literature that the author is aware of (such as [30],
[15]) all relly instead on (sometimes diverse) immediate consequences of Proposition
A.8 rather than the fuller result, which is more convenient in our context.
16
Part I
General Goodwillie calculus
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Chapter 2
Setup for homotopy calculus
This chapter lists assumptions that appear repeatedly in the paper, and deduces some
of their basic consequences.
Pervasive throughout the paper is the assumption that the model categories used
are cofibrantly generated. We recall the definition (and set notation) in 2.1, along
with some results about the functoriality of hocolimits and holimits in such model
categories.
2.2 deals with the general assumptions made on functors between model categories.
2.3 deals with the further assumptions made when the model categories are also
assumed simplicial.
2.4 deals with detailing the notions of spectra in a general simplicial model cate-
gory that are used in chapter 7.
Finally, 2.5 deals with showing that our definitions are nicely compatible with
replacing one of the model categories involved by a Quillen equivalent one.
2.1 Cofibrant generation
Definition 2.1. A model category C is said to be cofibrantly generated if there exist
sets of maps I and J, and regular cardinal u such that
1. The domains of I are small relative to I with respect to .
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2. The trivial fibrations are precisely the maps with the RLP' with respect to I.
3. The domains of J are small relative to J with respect to K.
4. The trivial fibrations are precisely the maps with the RLP with respect to J.
5. Both the domains and targets of I and J are small relative to I with respect to
K.
Remark 2.2. We refer to [18], section 10, for the precise definitions of "smallness
relative to", but we give a sketch definition here:
X is said to be %-small relative to I if for any A > K regular cardinal2 and A-
sequence3
YO -+ Y -+ Y2 -+ --- YO -+ Y9+1 -+..B< A)
where all maps Yp3 -+ Y+ 1 are relative I-cell complexes 4, the natural map
colimp<A Hom(X Y3) ~+ Hom(X, colimfl<A Yp)
is an equivalence.
Remark 2.3. Though the first condition in our definition is a particular case of the
last, we choose to include it so as to draw attention to the fact that that condition is
not present in the definition of cofibrantly generated model category in [18].
Remark 2.4. Though the first condition in our definition is a particular case of the
last, we choose to include it so as to draw attention to the fact that that condition is
not present in the definition of cofibrantly generated model category in [18].
Our goal is to implement Goodwillie's construction of the polynomial approxima-
tions in this general context. Cofibrant generation allows us to do so, thanks to the
following results:
'Right Lifting Property.2Here as in [18], cardinals areto be viewed asordinals ty seecting the initial ordinal with that
cardinality.
3Werecall that afunctorY. : A -+ C iscalled aA-sequenceif it is"wel behaved" on linit ordinals,
i.e Ya = colinr a Ys for a < y a liit ordinal.
4T he nore "'simplicially nindeci" reader can likdy ignore this, as in those contexts objects are
often small with respect to alI maps.
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose I is a set of maps whose domains are small relative to I
with respect to a regular cardinal r.
Then, letting C1 denote the arrow category, there exists a functorial factorization
C4 -+ & x C1
factoring any map into a relative I-cell complex followed by an I-injective.
Proof. This is just Quillen's well known small object argument. A reference for this
is section 2.1.2 of [19], or most other basic treatments of model categories. O
Note that, according to the previous result, in any general cofibrantly generated
model category C, one can construct functorial cofibrant and fibrant replacement
functors. We will denote fixed such functors by Q and R in the remainder of this
paper.
We will also need to make special note of particularly nice types of diagram cate-
gories that feature prominently in Goodwillie calculus (see [2] for the following defi-
nitions):
Definition 2.6. A small category A is called a direct category if there is an identity
reflecting functor A -+ A, where A is an ordinal category.
A small category A is called an inverse category if A" is a direct category.
It is well known that when A is direct a projective model structure exists on
any CA, for C any model category (check [2] for the characterization of this model
structure). Dually, when A is an inverse category, CA always has an injective model
structure. We will use the following basic properties about such model structures:
Proposition 2.7. Let A be a direct category and A' an initial subcategory (i.e., such
that if x e A' then all maps x' -+ x are in A'). Note that A' is then itself a direct
category. Then if F: A -+ C is projective cofibrant, then so is the restriction FA,.
Artherrmore, the analogous result holds for cofibrations F >- F'.
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Let A, B be direct categories. Then A x B is a direct category and, if F: A x B -+ C
is projective cofibrant, then so are the restrictions F(a, *), F(., b) for any a E A, b E
B. Furthermore, the analogous result holds for cofibrations F >-+ F'.
Proof. The first part is straightforward from the definition of the model structure,
as the conditions required for FI$ -+ F'lAI to be a cofibration are a subset of the
conditions for F -+ F' to be one.
As for the second part, it follows from noticing that in these projective model
structures cofibrations are in particular pointwise cofibrations, and by further viewing
the projective model structure on CAxB as the projective model structure in (CA)B
over the projective model structure in CA. LI
Proposition 2.8. Let A be a direct category, and C a model category which admits
functorial factorizations as those described in Proposition 2.5. Then the projective
model structure on CA also admits such functorial factorizations, which can be con-
structed using those in C.
Furthermore, if C is assumed simplicial, and with simplicial factorization functors,
then CA is itself a simplicial model category and the constructed factorizations are
again simplicial functors.
Proof. This statement is a variation of Proposition 6.3 of 126], and the proof is essen-
tially the same. O
Proposition 2.9. Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category with respect to
some regular cardinal K, which is also assumed chosen larger than the cardinalites
of I, J, and the set of arrows between objects in them. Then n-filtered homotopy
colimits (taken over the K ordinal category) commute with n-small homotopy limits
(taken over inverse categories).
Before giving the proof, we recall some definitions. For more details, see 127].
Given a functor
FC-+V1
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between model categories C and D, we define the derived functors LF, RF: Ho(C) -+
Ho(D) by
LF = Ranc-y o F, RF = Lany,-yv o F
where -yc: C -+ Ho(C), yp: D -+ Ho(D) are the standard maps.
It is then well known that, when F is a left Quillen (resp. right Quillen) functor,
LF (resp. RF) is the functor induced by F o Q (resp. F o R).
The statement of 2.9 is then that the following diagram (where A is assumed the
ordinal category K and B assumed inverse and K-small) commutes up to a natural
isomorphism.
R m*
H o(CAx) =13 Ho(CA) (2.10)
R m Y
Ho(CB)i"> Ho(C)
Note, however, that we do not claim the natural isomorphism supplied in the
proof can be chosen canonically (this should be of contrasted with the canonical
map fi i - gB lI ), as it depends at this level on the choice of bifibrant
replacements used.
Proof of 2.9. The proof will be an adaptation of Schwede's argument in [29], Lemma
1.3.2.
First notice that L ILWA can be computed directly by applying iLWA whenever when
one is dealing with a diagram X.,b such that X.,b is projective cofibrant for each b.
Dually R lg is computed directly by applying g-B when Xa,. is injective fibrant
for all a. But now notice that any general X.,b can be functorially replaced modulo
weak equivalences by a X,b satisfying both of those properties5 . One hence needs
only deal with representatives Xab for the elements of Ho(CAB) that simultaneously
satisfy those properties, and we always assume this in the remainer of the proof.
The assumption in the previous paragraph hence implies that in (2.10) the upper
sTo see this, consider arny of the two natural model structures on CA xB, either "projective after
injective" or "injective after projectiver. Now notice that functorial bifibrant replacements in any
of those model structures satisfy the desired properties.
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horizontal and left vertical maps can be computed directly. We next claim that so can
the bottom horizontal map. More explicitly, the claim is that the assumption implies
that i Xa is still injective fibrant. Since B be an inverse category, this amounts to
showing that the maps liraXi a -+ 1 -a Xg are fibrations, and this in
turn amounts to checking the RLP of these maps with respect to the generating trivial
cofibrations J. Consider hence a map j -+ j' in J together with some commutative
square into the previous map, which corresponds to maps j -+ l!% Xat and (for each
b -4 b') j1 -+i Xb. Compactness then implies the existence of factorizations
j -+ Xa,J' - Xabb, ,y. Here a priori a and the abyw have different values, but since
the ordinal category K is K-filtered' we can assume a fixed value ao is chosen. We
would now like to say that these factorizations ammount to a factorization of the
initial square by a square from j -+ j to Xa,b -+ Ul s Xao,. Again this
a priori needs not be true, but using again the fact that K is K-filtered this can be
guaranteed by choosing 7 an appropriate ai > ao. It is now obvious that the lifting
property follows.
We now know that (under our assumption), all maps in (2.10) are computed
directly except for the right vertical map. To compute this last map one needs hence
to choose a (functorial) projective cofibrant replacement Xa of Ur Xa b.
Notice that one then has a natural composite
10 ffa -+ lingnn-1X,b -+ mI Xa, b,
a a b b a
and that we will be done if we prove that this map is a weak equivalence. In fact,
we prove it is actually a trivial fibration, and this again amounts to verifying a RLP
against the generating cofibrations I. Hence consider a commutative square from
i -+ i' to the map above. Repeating the argument of the previous paragraph one
sees that that square factors through X, -+ 41m. X.,,ab for some a1 , and since by
construction this map is a trivial fibration, the proof is concluded.
6That is to say, any K-snall Isubcategory has a cone over it, or, put more sirrply in thi Case, any
subset of cardinality Iess than K has a majorant.
71nformally speaking the argurnet here is that the cardinal ity of the corTrrutativity conditions
to be imposed is less then K.
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Remark 2.11. Notice that the previous result also follows (with no alterations to the
proof) for other K-filtered shapes of the diagram category A provided one knows the
domains and codomains of I and J satisfy compactness with respect to such shapes.
2.2 Functors
We now indicate our assumptions on functors. Throughout we will denote
F: C -+ D
a functor between a simplicial model category C and a model category D (both still
assumed cofibrantly generated), which is typically assumed left homotopical, i.e., such
that F o Q is homotopical'. The reason for this slight generalization is that, even for
straight up homotopical functors, some of our constructions require precomposition
with Q anyway.
We do however notice that, when we allow F to be merely left homotopical, our
constructions will be presenting the Goodwillie tower of F o Q, not of F.
2.3 Simplicial categories
In the situation in which we are dealing with simplicial model categories C, D, we
will sometimes (but not always) require the functor F: C -+ D between them to
be a simplicial functor. When that is the case we would also like to know that our
constructions of the Goodwillie tower still yield simplicial functors. Since cofibrant
replacements are necessary when making those constructions, we need the following
result, which is proposition 6.3 in [26]:
Proposition 2.12. Suppose C a cofibrantly generated simplicial model category. Then
8Recall that a functor is called homotopical if it preseves wes.
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there exist simplicially functorial factorizations
C- - X C4
factoring any map into a trivial cofibration followed by fibration, or as a cofibration
followed by trivial fibration.
In particular, C has simplicial cofibrant and fibrant replacement functors.
When dealing with simplicial model categories we will hence always further assume
that the chosen replacement functors Q. R are taken to be simplicial.
Remark 2.13. Note that the definition of "cofibrantly generated" given in this paper
is slightly more demanding than that used in [26].
2.4 Spectra on model categories
We now explain the notions of spectra that will be used in Chapter 7.
Assume C a pointed simplicial model category, so that it is also in particular
tensored over SSet.. Denote this tensoring by A.
Following Hovey in [20] one can then define Bousfield-Friedlander type spectra on
C as sequences (Xi)iEN, plus structure maps
S' A Xn -+ Xn+1,
where S' is the standard simplicial circle A'/6A'.
We denote the category of such spectra by Sp(C, Sl), or just Sp(C) when no
confusion should arise.
Then when C is cofibrantly generated one has that Sp(C) always has a cofibrantly
generated projective model structure (i.e. a model structure where weak equivalences
and fibrations are defined levelwise on the underlying sequences of the spectra), with
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generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations given respectively as
Iproj = UFnI, Jproj = UFnJ
where I, J denote respectively the generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofi-
brations of C, and Fn is the level n suspension spectra functor9 .
To get the correct notion of stable w.e.'s on spectra one then needs to left Bousfield
localize with respect to the maps
S = {Fan+(S 1 A Aj) -+ FnAj)}
where Ai ranges over the (cofibrait replacements of, when necessary) domains and
codomains of the maps in I.
Definition 2.14. Let C be a cofibrantly generated pointed simplicial model category.
Then we define the stable model structure on Sp(C) as the (cofibrantly generated)
left Bousfield localization with respect to S, should it exist.
Remark 2.15. For a detailed treatment of left Bousfield localizations, check [18],
chapters 3 and 4.
Notice that we crucially do not want to just assume C is left proper cellular, as in
[20]. where it is shown that that is sufficient for the model structure above to exist.
This is because left properness generally fails in the main examples we are inter-
ested in, those of algebras over an operad in symmetric spectra. This turns out to
be ok, however, both because one can show directly in those cases that the descrip-
tion above produces a model category, and because even though Hovey requires left
properness in many of his statements in [20], in the ones we shall need he is only
really requiring the existence of the model structure just described.
We now adapt the treatment in [18] in order to show that one has a nice localization
functor in Sp(C).
9Fn can also be described as the left adjoint to the (Xi) '-+ X, fuinctor. Explicitly (FnX), =
(S1)^"mn A X, where one sets (SI)A(m-n) = * when m - n < 0.
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First notice that the projective model structure on Sp(C) is simplicial (just. apply
the siniplicial constructions levelwise).
Then set
S={F4-1 (S' A A) -FA}
the set of maps obtained by taking the cofibration factor of those in S (i.e., these are
the cofibrations appearing in the canonically chosen factorizations of those maps as
a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration).
Further set AS = 4J U {F41(S' A A1) C AM U{FI(SAAda AFL A@6Am ~
FnA @ Am}.
Proposition 2.16. Let X c Sp(C). Then the stable localization of X can be obtained
by performing the Quiflen small object aryument on the map X * * with respect to
the set of maps AS.
Proof. This is just Proposition 4.2.4 from [18]. It should be noted that though the
statement asks for the category to ie left proper cellular none of those properties
is used, and indeed all one needs is cofibrant generation (in order to run the small
object argmnent).
U
We will generally denote by
E : C 4 Sp(C): Q2"'
the standard adjoint finictors.
We will also require an additional niceness property about the model structure
on Sp(C), namely, we shall require that the stable equivalences be detectable via the
n,3-"' functors (these are the derived functors giving the n-th space of the spectrum
after being made into an omega spectrum).
In {20] Hovey deterines conditions under which this follows (and, importantly,
those proofs do not require left properness):
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Theorem 2.17 (Hovey). Suppose C is a pointed simplicial almost finitely generated
model category. Suppose further that in C sequential colimits preserve finite products,
and that Map( 5'.-) preserves sequential colimits.
Then stable equivalences in Sp(C) are detected by the * functors.
Proof. This is just a particular case of Theorem 4.9 in [20].
Remark 2.18. We shall also need to make use of slightly more general kinds of
spectra. Namely, we shall denote by Sp(C, A) the spectra in C constructed with
respect to the endofunctor A A * (in the language of Hovey). In the particular case
that A = (S)^n these can be thought of as spectra that only include the ni-th spaces.
Notice that the obvious analog of 2.17 still holds.
2.5 Composing functors with Quillen equivalences
Suppose we are given a Quillen equivalence
F : C -+ : G.
In this section we show that, up to a zig zag of equivalences of functors, studying
homotopy functors into C is the same as studying homotopy functors into V (the
analogous result for functors from C, D also holds, but we won't be using it). This is
the content of the following results.
Proposition 2.19. Suppose
F: C = V: G
a Quillen equivalence (between cofibrantly generated model categories). Then F o Qc
and GoRp are homotopy inverses, i.e., there are zig zags of w.e.s GoRooFoQc ~JidC,
F o Qc o G o Rv ~ ido
Proof. By reasons of symmetry we need only to construct the zig zag GoRpoFoQc ~
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idc. This is given by the obvious functors
idc +- Qc -+ G o F o Qc -+ G o RDo F o Qc
where the natural transformation Qc -* idc is of course given by w.e.s, while the
composite natural transformation Qc -+ G o RD o F o Qc is given by w.e.s since it is
adjoint to the obvious maps' 0 F o Qc -+ R- o F o Qc.
LI
Corollary 2.20. Suppose given a Quillen equivalence
F: C = V: G
as before and (E, WE) a category with w.e.s. Then, when defined, the homotopy
categories of homotopy functors Hoh(E, C) and Hoh(E, D) are equivalent.
10Recall that a Quillen adjunction is a Quillen equivalence iff a map (with X cofibrant and Y
fibrant) F (X ) -+ Y is a w.e iff the adjoint rap X -+ R(Y) is.
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Chapter 3
Goodwillie calculus: polynomial
functors
In this chapter we define the generalized concepts of polynomial functor and con-
struct the universal polynomial approximations P.F to a homotopy functor F. All
definition and results are reasonably straightforward generalizations of those of Good-
willie in [14].
3.1 Cartesian cubes and total homotopy fibers.
We first set some notation.
For S a finite set, denote by P(S) its poset of subsets, and additionally define
Pi(S) = {A E P(A): JAI > i}. Of particular importance will bePi(S) = P(S)-{0}
Additionally we shall also use the notation P<i(S) = {A E P(A): JAI < i} for the
"dual" subposets.
Notice that all of these categories are have finite nerves, and hence are both direct
and inverse categories (Definition 2.6).
Definition 3.1. An n-cube in a category C is a functor X.: P(S) -* C, where
ISI= n
'This does NOT match Goocwllie's notation.
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X is said to be hocartesian if the canonical map
hocmp(X): X0 -+ holmITEP, (S) XT
is a w.e. . We call this map the homotopy comparison map, and denote it by
hocmp(X), or just hocmp when this would not cause confusion.
Furthermore, X is said to be strongly hocartesian if the restrictions XIPr) are
hocartesian for any subset T C S with ITI > 2.
There are also obvious dual definitions of hococartesian and strongly hoco-
cartesian n-cubes.
Remark 3.2. Note that hocartesianness is a homotopical property of the cube X, as
so is the map X0 -+ holimrEP,(s) Xr (which we regard as a map in Ho(C)). Further-
more, that map can be constructed in the following way: take X an injective fibrant
replacement of X. Then X|p,(s) is itself injective fibrant, since P1(S) is a terminal
subposet of P(S) (see Lemma 2.7), so that limP,(s) X is indeed a holim, and the
intended map is then given by 4 -+ limTEpi(S)XT.
Remark 3.3. Notice that any strongly hocartesian cube X is determined by its re-
striction to 'P,-1(S). Indeed, consider X its injective fibrant replacement. Then its
restriction X|p,,(s) is itself injective fibrant, and it trivially follows that its reexten-
sion (i.e., the right Kan extension) X' to P(S) is itself injective fibrant and the unit
map X -+ X' is a pointwise equivalence.
We now turn to the issue of defining the total fiber of a cube, and proving its
iterative properties. Suppose C is now a pointed model category with zero object *.
Definition 3.4. Consider the Quillen adjunction
C +-- C
2We now use the traditional notations hol im and hocolim for the derived functors R l and L!lig
introduced in ZL
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(where C4 has the injective model structure) with left adjoint X + (X -+ *) and
right adjoint (X -+ Y) '-+ fiber(X -+ Y).
We then denote by hofiber the derived functor R fiber: Ho(C4 ) -+ Ho(C).
More generally, consider the Quillen adjunctions:
C ; CP(S)
(where CPCS) has the injective model structure) with left adjoint X - (0 1- X; else -
*) and right adjoint X -+ fiber(Xo -+ limTEP,(S) XT).
We now denote by tothofiber the derived functor Ho(CP(5 )) -+ Ho(C).
Remark 3.5. Though not immediately obvious, our definition of hofiber does match
the obvious alternate candidate definition: holim(X -+ Y +- *). This follows, for
instance, from Proposition A.2.4.4 in [23]. That the analogous result also holds for
the higher dimensional variants can be proven by combining the following result with
an induction argument.
We now show that the tothofiber can be computed iteratively.
Proposition 3.6. Iterative definition of the total hofiber
The following diagram commutes up to a natuml isomorphism:
H (Cpsu'n~on"H o(CP(s'nw)) (3.7 )
hofiber~t
H o(CP(w))
Proof. Notice first that we have obvious Quillen adjunctions (for the injective model
structures)
C?(w) CP(suw)
with the right adjoint given by totfibers, the total fiber in the S direction (that this
is a Quillen adjunction is clear from looking at the left adjoints).
It then follows that if we compute the paths in (3.7) by first performing an in-
jective fibrant replacement, then no further replacements are needed, and one is left
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with proving that fibersus, = fibers, o fibers. But this is obvious: mapping into
fibersus, (X) is the same as giving a map to X0 which restricts to the (uniquely deter-
mined) zero maps on the other XT, and fibers, o fibers(X) clearly satisfies that same
universal property.
0
The previous result can also be viewed as a consequence/particular case of the
following:
Proposition 3.8. Iterative definition of the homotopy comparison map
The following diagram commutes up to a natuml isomorphism:
Ho(CPUsus'uw)) cpg- Ho(CP(J*S}Us'uw)) (3.9)
CmPSMS, j (SI
Ho(CP(*sus'}uw))
Proof. As in the previous proposition we have obvious Quillen adjunctions (for the
injective model structures)
CP'f*sIuw) = CP(suwV)
with the right adjoint given by emps, so again it suffices to compare the results
obtained by first performing an injective fibrant replacement and then applying the
levelwise constructions. Again it is easy to check that cmps 5 , = cmpf*,5 }5 o cmps
by appealing to the universal property (this is probably clearer by looking at the left
adjoints, which are manifestly equal). I
Definition 3.10. Let X be any object in C a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated
model category. Recall that C is then a SSets*-model category.
Define C(X) = X A (A', {0}).
There is a standard map X -+ C(X) induced by ({0, 1}, {0}) -+ (A, {0}).
Remark 3.11. Note that, when X is cofibrant, then C(X) ~- *, and the standard
map X -* C(X) is a cofibration.
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Definition 3.12. Fix S a finite set.
Denote by Xx the left Kan extension of the diagram (where in the diagram we
have ISI copies of C(X))
X (3.13)
C(X) C(X) ... C(X) C(X)
along the inclusion Pst(S) -+ P(S).
Remark 3.14. Notice that, when X is cofibrant, then (3.13) is a cofibrant P<1(S)
diagram, so that Xx is a strongly cocartesian cube.
More generally, when X not cofibrant, we will also think of XQ(x) as the strongly
cartesian cube associated to X.
Proposition 3.15. Suppose that C is a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated model
category.
The functors P(S) x P(S) -+ C given by (U, V) s-+ Xx, (u)(V) and (U, V) -
Xx,(v)(U) are natumlly isomorphic. Furthermore, this natural isomorphism is also
natural in X.
Proof. Since C(X) commutes with colimits, and X. is constructed via a left Kan
extension of its values on P<i, the result will follow if we prove it for the restriction
of the functors to P<1(S) x P i(S).
This then amounts to producing an automorphism of C(C(X)) which swaps cc(x)
and C(cx). But C(C(X)) is just (X A (A, {0})) A (A', {0}), and the required maps
induced by the inclusions ({0, 1}, {0}) -+ (A', {0}) into each of the product terms,
so the required automorphism just follows from the symmetry isomorphisms for the
monoidal structure in SSet,.
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3.2 Excisive functors
We can now finally define polynomial/excisive functors.
Definition 3.16. A homotopical functor F: C -4 D is said to be d-excisive if for
any X a strongly hococartesian (d + 1)-cube in C we have that F(X) is a hocartesian
cube in V.
Remark 3.17. Notice that, since hocartesianness and strong hococartesianness of
cubes are homotopical properties, the excisiveness of an homotopy functor F is en-
tirely determined by looking at the functors
Ho(C?(s)) Ho(FP(s)), Ho(p(s))
which we denote by hFs, for short.
We now prove some basic properties of excisive functors.
Proposition 3.18. If F is d-excisive, then it is also d'-excisive for d' > d.
Proof. It suffices to prove that d-excisiveness implies d + 1-excisiveness. Write a set
9 = S II {*} for a set of cardinality d + 1, so that an S-cube X can be viewed as
a map of S-cubes X6 -+ Xt. By definition Xb and X1 are strongly hococartesian,
so that by hypothesis F(Xb) and F(X) are cartesian. But then so must be X by
applying Proposition 3.8.
Definition 3.19. Suppose C is pointed. A sequence of functors F -+ G -+ H is a
hofiber sequence if the composite is the * functor, and F is pointwise the homotopy
fiber of G -+ H. Or in other words, if the squares
F(c) *(3.20)
G(c) H(c)
are hocartesian.
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Remark 3.21. Given a hofiber sequence F -+ G -+ H, consider
F G H (3.22)
where a -+ H is a fibrant replacement (pointwise in the arrow category) of G -+ H
and P = fiber(G -+ ft). It then follows it must be F ~+ P, so that one concludes
that the hofiber of a map of functors is well defined up to a zig zag of natural w.e.s.
Proposition 3.23. If F -+ G -+ H is a hofiber sequence of homotopy functors with
G and H both d-excisive, then so is F.
Proof. Given a S-cube X, form the S U {}-cube G(X) -+ H(X).
Now consider the following diagram:
Ho(D (SU{*})) cmf. Ho(DP(*s,*'*) (3.24)
j hofiber. hofiber.
Ho(DP(s)) ePS Ho(VD({*sD)
By repeating the techniques of the proofs of Propositions 3.7 and 3.9 this dia-
gram commutes up to natural isomorphism: namely, it suffices to perform the con-
structions by first choosing an injective fibrant replacement and then checking that
cmps o fiber* = fiber, o cmps.
What we want to prove is then that cmps F(X) is a w.e.. Since
F(X) = hofiber,(G(X) -+ H(X)),
this follows if we show hofiber.(cmps(G(X)) -+ H(X)) is a w.e.. But this is clear
since, by the d-excisiveness hypothesis, cmps(G(X)) is a square for which two oppos-
ing arrows are w.e.s.
Lemma 3.25. Suppose F is d-excisive, and that X. is a strongly hococartesian e-cube,
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with e > d + 1. Then the map
F(2X) -* holimTEP ,d(S) F(XT)
is a W. e..
Proof. This being an homotopical property, we are free to replace F(X) by an injective
fibrant replacement Y, whose sub-cubes of dimension > d are all hocartesian (by the
previous result).
Now let 9 be the right Kan extension of the restriction yIPd-(s). 9 is still fibrant
since both adjoints preserve fibrant objects (by Proposition 2.7). The unit map
Y -+ : is tautologically a w.e. on the points in Pe-d(S), but by induction it is also
so on all other points, and the remaining maps can all be identified with emps for
some S with ISI > d. But the map we want to check is a w.e. is precisely YO -+ 90,
hence we are done. 0
Lemma 3.26. Let A
in A lies in some A..
F: A -+ V.
Define an S-cube
be all of A). Then X
be a category covered by subcategories {A.}SES(i.e., any arrow
Note the A, are not assumed luf), and suppose given a functor
X by T i-+ lim(F
is cartesian.
,T(A.)) (the empty intersection is taken to
Proof. This is simply a matter of diagram chasing to check that the universal prop-
erties of the terms in cmp(X) match.
El
Proposition 3.27. Let L: Cd -4 V be a homotopy functor
arately) in each variable, and denote by A: C -+ Cd the
L o A: C -+ E is d-excisive.
which is 1-excisive (sep-
diagonal functor. Then
Proof. Consider X any strongly hococartesian S-cube, with ISI = d + 1.
Denote by L(X)d the composite -p(S)d ' C 4 . We wish to show that
L(X)d o A is a hocartesian cube, but by homotopy invariance this can equivalently
3A subcateory of C iscallei luff if it hasthesarreset of objects.
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be done after replacing L(X)d by an injective fibrant multicube Y. By retracing the
steps in the proof of Lemma 3.25 (and applying them inductively), one concludes that
one might as well further replace Y by the right Kan extension Y of its restriction to
pd(S)d.
We know apply Lemma 3.26 to P(S)': take A, = {(T 1 .- ,Td) E Pd(S)d Vs Ei
T}, or equivalently, A, is the undercategory ({s}, - , {s}) ' Pd(S)d. It is easily seen
that intersections flCT(A,) with T non empty are the undercategories (T, - , T) 4
Pd(S)d, and that, by a pigeonhole argument U, A= Pd(S)d.
Hence the cube constructed by Lemma 3.26 is precisely Y o A. and we will be
done provided this cube is also fibrant (so that the limits are indeed holimits). This
follows by checking that the adjunction DP(s) _ DP(S)d is Quillen, and this is in turn
clear at the level of left adjoints since A: P(S) -+ P(S)d is inclusion of sublattices,
so that LanNt(y) = 7(mrnax(x E P(S): x < y)). 0
Remark 3.28. Essentially the same proof applies to the case where L is known to be
ni > 1 excisive in each variable, the result being that L oA is n = n1 + - - -+fnd excisive.
In that version of the proof Pd(S)' is replaced by Pn+l-ni (S) X ... X Pn+l-nd(S),
everything else following similarly.
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Chapter 4
The Taylor tower
We now turn to the task of defining the universal n-excisive approximations P.F to
a homotopy functor F. Rather than receive a straight up functor F -+ P.F, we will
have a zig zag F ~+ P.F (with backward arrows being pointwise w.e.s). With this
in mind, and to simplify notation, we assume from now on that F takes values in
cofibrant objects, that is to say, we assume F is replaced by QV o F if necessary.
Definition 4.1. Assume that C is a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated model
category, and that 'D is a cofibrantly generated model category. Let Xx denote the
cubes of Definition 3.12.
Define I F: F -+ TF = holimTEP(S) F(X.(T)) as the standard map to the holim,
and inF: F >-+ tiF as Q(=nF) the canonical cofibrant factor of tnF.
itFoQ
We then define tnF: F ~- T,F as the zig zag F +- F o Q >- nF o Q = T.F.
Remark 4.2. Notice that the TF defined above is not a homotopy functor, since
X. is not itself an homotopical construction. It is, however, a "left Quillen" functor,
in the sense that TiF o Q is now a homotopy functor, since so is Xq(.).
The need for the TF construction is the following: ideally, one would like to just
define PnF = hocolima, TlF. However, obtaining functorial cartesian cubes from an
object X seems to require making a cofibrant replacement first. Hence, so as not to
make infinitely many cofibrant replacements when constructing the intended PF, we
merely do it once and then iterate the intermediate TnF construction instead.
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Definition 4.3. Let A be an ordinal. Define, by transfinite induction,
TF = tn(IT F), if A = A + 1, a successor ordinal
(4.4)
= colimfi<A TF, if A a limit ordinal.
Definition 4.5. Let , be the chosen regular cardinal with respect to which the target
category D is cofibrantly generated.
Set PAF = TnF, and denote by pF: F -+ PF the standard map.
pnFoQ -
We then define pnF: F ~+ PnF as the zig zag F +~ F o Q >-+ PnF o Q = P.F.
Remark 4.6. Again notice that, just like in the case of TnF, the functor PnF is not
in general a homotopy functor. And, likewise, note that PnF is a homotopy functor,
since so is TF and the colimits used in the construction are actually hocolims (this
is the reason to demand the map F >-+ TF be a cofibration and that F be pointwise
cofibrant).
p, F
We now turn to the task of proving that F * PF is the universal zig zag from
F to an n-excisive functor. First we check that indeed P.F is n-excisive.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose W. a cofibmnt strongly hococartesian cube that is the left Kan
extension of its restriction to P<1 (S).
Then the map of cubes F(W) * TF(W) factors through a hocartesian cube.
Proof. First notice that one needs only prove the result for F o W -W F o W,
as then the result for TF(W) follows by applying Q, the cofibrant factor functor.
Now consider the following P(S) x P<I (S) diagrams in C:
Yuv =Wu if V = 0
colim(Wu A' +- Wu 9 {0} -+ Wuv) otherwise
(4.8)
ZU7v =Wu if V = 0
C(Wu) otherwise
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where maps in the U direction are obvious, and those in the V direction are induced
by {1} --+ A. Furthermore, unwinding the definition of C(Wu) = Wu A (A', {0}) =
colim(Wu 0 A' +- W , {0} -+ *), we see there is an obvious functor Y -+ Z. Notice
also that, since the values of W. are all cofibrant, the diagrams Yu,. are PT,(S)
cofibrant, and that there is an obvious map YU,. -+ Wuu., where Wyu. is itself
P<, (S) cofibrant.
Now let 9,, 5 be the P(S) x P(S) obtained by doing the left Kan extensions along
the second variable. Notice that Zsjy = Xw, (V). By the above remarks about
cofibrancy, we have a map Yuy -+ WUuv which is a pointwise equivalence (that the
left Kan extension of the restriction WuuvIp(s)xp<1 (s) is again Wuov is where we use
that W was itself given by a left Kan extension).
The map we were trying to factor is precisely the full composite:
F(W.) -+ holimvepl(s) F(Y.v) -+ holimvEPI(s) F(.y)
so we will be done if we prove holimvep (s) F(Y.y) a cartesian cube.
But comparison maps commute with holimvEp1 (s) (as holims are readily seen to
commute with each other in the presence of injective model structures), so that it
is enough to show that the F(Y.y) are hocartesian cubes for each V # 0, which by
hornotopy invariance is the same as showing that the F(W.uv) are hocartesian, which
is now clear since in those cubes the maps in the V directions are all w.e.s (and in
fact isomorphisms).
0
Corollary 4.9. For F any homotopy functor, PnF is n-excisive.
Proof. First notice that, since PF is a homotopy functor, we need only check that
the cubes W described in Lemma 4.7 are sent to hocartesian cubes. Furthermore,
since those cubes are pointwise cofibrant, we might as well just check hocartesianness
for PnF oW.
But the result is now obvious from Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 2.9, as the latter
shows that comparison maps commute with the hocolims in the P construction, and,
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by cofinality, those hocolims can be taken over the factoring strongly hocartesian
cubes.
O
In order to check universality we'll also need the following:
Proposition 4.10.
" Let a i-+ F, where a E A a finite category, be a compatible family of homo-
topy functors, and let F be another homotopy functor equipped with compatible
natural tansformations F -+ Fa displaying F = holinA F. Then the natural
transformations PnF -+ PnFa also display PnF = holimA PnFa.
" Similarly, let / t-+ Fp, for / < r, a transfinite sequence of homotopy functors (r
assumed as in Proposition 2.9), and let F be another homotopy functor equipped
with compatible natural transformations F,6 -+ F displaying F = hocolimfl Fi.
Then PnF6 -+ PnF display PnF = hocolim PnF.
Proof. For the first part, commutativity of holims with each other immediately gives
that TnF = holimA TnFa, so that the result then follows by applying transfinite
induction and Proposition 2.9.
For the second part, first apply Proposition 2.9 to conclude the result for TnF =
hocolimp OT.F, and then transfinite induction plus the fact that hocolims commute
with each other. [I
The first part of the previous result has the following consequence.
Corollary 4.11. Let FT, T E P(S), be a cube of functors. Then P(cmp(F.)) is w.e.
to cmp(P.F.)
Theorem 4.12. Assume that the categories C, D are cofibrantly generated. Assume
further that C is pointed simplicial, or a left Bousfield localization of a pointed sim-
plicial model category.
Then F '~ PF exhibits PnF as the universal n-excisive approximation to F.
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Proof. We first prove existence of factorization. Given a zig zag f: F ~+ R, with R
assumed n-excisive, first replace it by f o Q: F o Q - R o Q.
Given a weak map F(Q) -+ R, where R is assumed n-excisive, just consider the
commutative diagram of weak maps:
f oQF o Q R o Q (4.13)
fi.FoQ f IpnRoQ
Pn F ~-o PnR
Since pR o Q is clearly an equivalence when R is n-excisive (the in where con-
structed to ensure this, and p, is merely their transfinite composition), we have that
the zig zag PnF -+ PR +- R o Q provides a factorization f of f o Q through PnF o Q.
We now prove uniqueness of the factorization in the homotopy sense, i.e., that
any two factorizations can be related by w.e.s.
Consider the diagram
F ~ PF~ . R (4.14)
P F r (Pn F) PnR
The factorization of f' o pnF constructed in the first part of the proof is given by
the "lower followed by right" zig zag in the diagram. Which, given two of the vertical
maps are known to be w.e.s, Will follow if Pn(pnF) is a zig zag of w.e.s.
This amounts to showing that P(pnF o Q) is a w.e., and this, by the second part
of Proposition 4.10, will follow if we show Pn(QnF o Q) a w.e., which by Corollary 4.11
amounts to showing that P, (F o XQ(.)) is a hocartesian cube of functors. And this is
in turn is equivalent to showing that P(F o X.) gives a cartesian cube when applied
to cofibrant objects.
But now notice that the cube Pn(F o X.) is isomorphic to the cube PnF o X.:
indeed, that this is true at the Tn level follows from Proposition 3.15 (which actually
establishes such isomorphisms for the [, functor itself), and the claim for P, follows by
induction (with the additional remark that precomposing with X. obviously commutes
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with limits of functors).
But now one finally concludes hocartesianness of PF o X. as an instance of P.F
being n-excisive, and the proof is complete.
Remark 4.15. Much of the above follows just fine using alternate functorial defini-
tions of the "cones" X >-- C(X). However, such cones typically only satisfy a weak
version of Proposition 3.15 (indeed, in the previous Theorem the extra conditions on
C are merely to guarantee that proposition holds) and, as such, it seems technically
hard to produce the corresponding "uniqueness" part of the previous proof.
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Chapter 5
Goodwillie calculus and stable
categories
Our ultimate goal in this chapter will be to adapt the proof of the following result
of Goodwillie's: let F: C -+ E be a d-homogeneous homotopy functor, whose target
category D is stable, and let crdF: Cd -+ D be its cross effect. Then F(X) =
CrdF(X,-, X)
5.1 Hofibers/hocofibers detect weak equivalences
We start by proving some basic results on stable categories. We recall the definition:
Definition 5.1. Let D be a pointed simplicial (cofibraitly generated) model category.
Then D is said to be stable if the Quillen adjunction
(S', *) A * = E: V = V: Q = Map((S', .)
is actually a Quillen equivalence.
We will denote by = o Q, Q = o R chosen derived functors.
Remark 5.2. Note that this definition can also be made non simplicially, though we
will not be using it in such generality.
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Proposition 5.3. Let D be a stable model category. Then every hococartesian squar
is also a hocartesian square.
Proof. Following the definition of the Goodwillie tower in the last chapter we have
that T2Id ~ M, with the map Id ~+ T2Id that induced by the Quillen equivalence.
Hence P2Id ~ Id, and the result follows. 0
Proposition 5.4. Let V be stable model category, and consider a map X + Y. Then
F is a w. e. if the hocofiber hocof(f ) is contractible.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume f a cofibrant diagram. Then the diagram
X f Y (5.5)
* hocof(f)
is a homotopy pushout and hence, by the previous proposition, also a homotopy
pullback, and the result is now obvious.
Proposition 5.6. Let A 4 B 2+ C be a sequence of maps with g o f = *. Then, if
the sequence is a hofiber sequence we have hof(f) QC. Conversely, if the sequence
is a hocofiber sequence, we have hocof(g) - A.
Proof. This is clear from the simplicial models for hocofibers/ hofibers. O
Corollary 5.7. Let V be a stable category, and X + Y a map. Then hofiber(f)
Q hocof(f).
Proof. This is clear from the proof of Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.6. O
Corollary 5.8. Let D be stable model category, and consider a map X f+ Y. Then
F is a w.e. iff the hocofiber hocof (f) is contractible.
Proof. Obvious from Corollary 5.7 and Proposition 5.4.
Corollary 5.9. Let D be stable model category.
Let X: P(S) -+ D be a d-cube. Then hototf iberX _ ndhototcofiberX.
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Proof. By using Proposition 3.6 and its dual (concerning cofibers), one sees that the
result can be proven inductively. But then Proposition 5.7 and its "relative case"
immediately provide both the base case and the induction step.
Proposition 5.10. Let D be a pointed model category, and A -4 B 4 C a sequence
of maps. Then hofiber(f) = hofiber(hofiber(g o f) -+ hofiber(g)).
Proof. Clear from first choosing fibrant diagrams.
Proposition 5.11. Let D be a stable model category, and A 4 B 4 A a sequence of
maps with gof = idA. Then hocofiber(f) ~ hofiber(g) and, furthermore, this equiva-
lence is obtained from the natural sequence of maps hofiber(g) -+ B -+ hocofiber(f ).
Proof. Consider the obvious maps A V hofiber(g) -+ B -4 A. Proposition 5.10 shows
the first map to be an equivalence, so that B ~ Avhofiber(g) with the maps appearing
in the proposition being the standard inclusions/projections, so that the result is now
obvious.
Remark 5.12. Both of the previous results can be proven in a functorial sense, i.e.,
with the diagrams depending functorially on some other category. This allows one to
prove the result that follows.
Corollary 5.13. Let D be a stable model category, and let Z: (0 -+ 1 -+ 2 )X -+ D
be a "double cube" which is a retract in each direction. Then
hototcofiber(Z( -1)xd) - hototfiber(ZI(1-2)xd) (5.14)
Furthermore, this equivalence is exhibited by the natural composition
hototfiber(Z(1- 2)xd) -+ Z(1, - , 1) -+ hototcofiber(ZI(O--1)xd)
Proof. This follows inductively by combining Proposition 5.11 and Proposition 3.6.
LI
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5.2 Cross-effects
Let C be a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated model category.
Definition 5.15. Given a d-tuple of objects X1 .- ,Xa, define a cube
Xix"T ",: P (S)* C
by
't.. x(T) = V Xj V V C(X) (5.16)
iGS-T jT
Remark 5.17. Note that when all of the X are cofibrant the cube obtained is P(S)-
projective cofibrant. and that it is, in fact. the left Kan extension of its restriction to
?c(S), so that it is actually a strongly hococartesian cube.
Definition 5.18. Let F: C -+ ) a homotopy functor.
We set
JraF(X1,-- ,Xd) = hototfibcr( F o X . ) (5.19)
and define the cros effect erdF = raF o Qx d
Lemma 5.20. Suppose V a stable -model category, and let F: C -- V be a d-excisive
functor. ThenI F is also d - 1-excisive iff cr,1F ~ *.
Proof. The "if" direction is obvious from Remark 5.17.
For the "only if" direction. we must show that, if etrF *, then F sends any
strongly hococartesian cube X' (which can as always be assmned the left Kan extension
of a cofibrant restriction to P<I(S)) to a hocartesian cube F(X). Constructing the
cube X'(T) = coliin(C(X(0)) +- X(0) -+ X(T)), we imuediately obtain a strongly
hocartesian d + 1-cube X -+ X'. Hence, by 3.6 and the assumption that F is d-
excisive. it Will suffice to show that X' itself is sent to a hocartesian cube. and we
have hence reduced to the case of cubes with X(0) ~ * (which can be replaced by
cubes were it is actually X(@) = *).
Such a cube X (again assumed left Kan extension of cofibrant restriction) is totally
determined by specifying d cofibrant objects Xi. - - , XA. Given those, consider the
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"double cube" Z: (0 -> 1 -± 2) xd -+ D given by "wedging" the one dimensional
"double cubes" * -+ Xi -+ C(X).
We now apply Proposition 5.13 to Z; ZI(1- 2 )xd is the cube appearing in the
definition of crF; while ZI(ol)xd is the cube X. Hence hototcofiber(X) ~ *, which
by 5.9 also implies hototfiber(X) ~ *, as desired. 0
Definition 5.21. Now let L: C" -+ D be a symmetric multi-homotopy functor (see
Section 7 for the definition). Set AnL: C -+ D by A, L(X) = L(X, ... X)hE..
(Here, has usual, we use functorially chosen cofibrant replacements to construct
the hoorbits)
We thus now have constructions cr, transforming a homotopy functor into a sym-
metric n-homotopy functor, and A, doing the reverse.
The following results (all of which are adapted from section 3 of [14]) show that,
when the target category D is stable, these are "inverse constructions" when restricted
to n-homogeneous functors and n-symnietric inultilinear functors, respectively.
Indeed, that A, takes inultilinear functors to n-excisive functors is Proposition
3.27 (The usage of hoorbits is inconsequential since the target category D is assumed
stable). That LoAn is then also n-reduced (and hence homogeneous), i.e., Pn_1F
follows from the following two propositions:
Proposition 5.22. If C" L D is a (1,... ,1)-reduced homotopy functor, then for
any X cofibrant, the map
(L oA) (X) "-1 'I_(L oA) (X)
factors through a contractible object.
Proof. Consider the the maps
L(X,... , X) -+ holimp,(S) xn L(Xx(U 1 ), - ,Xx(Un))
-+ holim sL L(Xx(UI),- ,Xx(U)) (5.23)
-+ holimpi(s) L (Xx (U1), - - - , Xx (Un))
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where E is the subset. of Pi(S)x" sudi that for some s one has s E U8, and P(S)
denotes the "diagonial" subset of Pi(S)^*
Notice that?1(S) DS D P1(S) so that the maps are just obtained by restriction.
We will now be done if we can show that holiing L(Xx(U), - - - , Xx(Un)) is con-
tractible. To see this, we prove that this holii is equivalent to the holim over E*, the
subset of P1(S) " such that for some s one has U. = {s}
We show honotopy initiality of 9" in S. In order words (using Theorem 8.5.5
from 127]), we need to show that for every (U11.. T) E E, E* 4 (U1,- , U.)
is contractible after realization. But. setting H = {s: s E U8}, this is a muion
UhiE1 Has P,(U.) of contractible subspaces with contractible intersections. siice
n F 11U) ~ J P1(Us)
heCt s#'h s *JI
and hence itself contractible (by appealing, for instance, to the fact that the union is
then a holim).
Finally one needs to show that holiig L(Xx(U1) Xx(U,)) is contractible,
but this is obvious since it is always L(Xx(U,),.-- ,rXx (U,)) ~ * on points of E' 0
Proposition 5.24. If L: C" -+ V. D assumed stable, is a (1, - - ,1)-reduced homo-
topy functor, then L o A is u-reduced. If, further, L is symmetric, then so is An L.
Proof. We need to prove that P_ 1 (L o A) = 'IL o Q is the trivial functor. But,
this is inediate from the previous result, since we can then "interpolate" an infinite
direct colim by contractible objects (in fact, it follows that eve" 'TJ4L o Q is itself
the zero functor, where R, denotes the siallest infinite ordinal). Hence L o A is
n-reduced
But the case of A.L = (Lo A)hs then follows immediately, since, when the target
is stable, the honotopy orbits commute with the construction of P_-.
The converse, i.e., that crn sends n-homogeneous funetors to iultilinear ones, is
a particular case of the following:
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Proposition 5.25. If F is n-ercisive then for 0 < in < n the funutor cr 1 iF is
(n -in) excisive in each variable.
Proof. Induction on n. The base case m = 0 is obvious.
For the induction step. notice that, for FVA(X) = hofiber(F(X v A) -+ F(A)) we
have
Jrm+1F(Xi-.. .Xm. A) ~ ermFvA(Xl.-- ,Xm)
whenever the X, A are cofibrant (this is just an application of 3.6), and hence
rm+F(X -- - Xm, A) ('.FvA(XU -.-- , Xm) in general.
But now the result follows since n-excisiveness of F implies (i - 1)-excisiveness
of FA. 1:1
We now turn to the task of proving tihat the A. and crn are indeed inverse con-
structions when restricted appropriately. We first tackle the case of iultilinear fune-
tors.
Proposition 5.26. Let L be any syrnmetric multilinear functor. Then crn (AnL) ~ L.
Proof. As should be expected by now. it will sufflee to produce a zig zag
L -rn(AnL)
that is an equivalence on cofibrant objects.
First notice that
r n (An L)(XI -t--, X)= hototfiber(AnL(X .. x,))
- hototfiber{L(Xn. 4 .x 1 ) (5.27)
~ hootfiber(L(X.. s XiJ.,x,)sr
where in the last step we use that the target category V is stable.
Recalling that XT Xd() = VCST Xi V VCT C(X,) one gets, for any map
r: n -+ S - T a map L(Xkf.. -, .. )(T) -> L(XA 1, ... , X.) In fact,
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putting these all together and appealing to multilinearity of L, one has that the map
Xg,...)(T) ~+ f L(X(1). . . .Xr(n)
ir: n-+S-T
is a w.c. (when the Xi are cofibrant).
Since these equivalences are natural in T, they can be reinterpreted as a map of
cubes
L(X,... , X") - J Yr
7r: n-+n
where Y, is the cube with Y.(T) = L(X,(l),... , X,0)) if ir(n) C T. and Y,(T) = *
otherwise.
But now one notices that when 7r is not a permutation, and hence not surijective,
the cube Y, is cartesian (it is constant on any direction s V 7r(n)), so we can ignore
those factors. On the other hand, when 7r is a permutation, the cubes are * on
all entries except the initial one L(Xr(1),... Xr(n)), which is hence the tothofiber.
Furthermore, these factors are freely permuted by the E, action, so one finally gets
hototfiber(L(X 7,...,X,., - - -. X%,...,Xn))hEr.- ~ X1, -. -I Xn)
as intended. 0
Remark 5.28. Following the steps of the previous proof one obtains a more "ex-
0plicit" description of the zig zag L Crn(A,L) . Indeed, consider the natural map
L(X1- , X) **'~~''"2 L(Z,... Z) where Z = VXj and the tL are the inclusions
Xi -4Z.
The previous proof then shows that the composite
L (X1, -- - p, X ) -'+ L(Z, -l - Z) -+ (L(Z um -a Z))f,
hits precisely rn(AnL), which by Corollary 5.13 is a summand of L(Z. --- , Z) hE,.
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Hence we have a commutative diagram (in the homotopy category of functors1 )
I0 'I
Crn(An L)(X1, -. - Xn) " >- L(Z, - - - , Z)hr,
We are now in a position to prove the converse result:
Proposition 5.29. Let F be any n-homogeneous functor. Then An(crnF) ~ F.
Proof. As before, it will suffice to produce a zig zag An(drnF) ~ F that is a w.e.
on cofibrant objects.
This will be the map (best viewed as a map in the homotopy category of functors)
An(rnF)(Z) = ((CrnF)(Z, ... , Z))3,n 2+ F(Z)r, = F(Z)
induced by the map (best viewed as a map in the homotopy category of functors
C -+ D>]).
(rnF)(Z,... , Z) + F(J Z) F(f) F(Z)
where f : L Z -+ Z denotes the fold map.
To prove -y a w.c. it suffices, by 5.20, to show that ern(Y) is.
In turn, from the previous result it will suffice to prove that the composite
&rnF - Ern An rnF -> &r1 F
is a w.c.. And this in turn will follow if the composite CrnF(X1,... , X') >
rnF(Xi . X.. . ) "+ F(Z) is homotopic to c (this is because, according to 5.13, e is
a homotopy injection).
'Technically, as written here, the reverse directions needed for the zigzags might only be w.c. on
cofibrant objects.
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L(X1,.. - Xn) ' > L(Z, -. -I Z)
This now follows from considering the following comntitative diagrams
( Er-nF)(X1,
E4Jr,(,)
- 1X.) * -(rF)( Z, . Z)
I.
I -(
(LrnF)(Xi1 -- - , X-) * - F(Z)
(Notice that the right vertical composite is just the map that induced 2')
(ErnF)(XI. X -- F(Z)
F(13')
(CrnF) (Z -- Z) ' F(H Z) F f) F(Z)
The result now follows from noticing that the composite F(Z) -"> F(U t) FLf)
F(Z) is homotopic to the identity.
El
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(drnAnr.nF)(X1, . -- , Xn) * p (Er-.F)(Z, - -- : Z)hF,,
Chapter 6
Delooping homogeneous functors
The goal of this chapter is to obtain an adequate analogue of Goodwillie's Lemma
2.2 in [14], showing that homogeneous functors can always be delooped.
Unfortunately this will require us to make an additional hypothesis on the target
category D:
Hypothesis 6.1. Assume that in D one has that P1 (S) shaped holims commute with
countable directed hocolims.
Remark 6.2. Notice that then P.F can be computed as TfoF, as in [14].
Lemma 6.3. If F is any reduced functor then, up to natural equivalence, there is a
fibration sequence
P,F -+ P_ 1 F -+ RnF
in which the functor R,,F is n-homogeneous.
Proof. This is just a repeat of the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [14], which we do not repeat
here as it is fairly long. One merely does the obvious changes on replacing X * T with
Xx(T) and precomposing everywhere with Q. [
Remark 6.4. The reason for introducing Hypothesis 6.1 is that there seems to be
no clear way of generalizing Goodwillie's proof to the transfinite case, as it is rather
unclear what should take the place of the Po(n)i appearing in the proof .The obvious
guess, Po(n)", for a an ordinal, does not seem to be easily workable.
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Proposition 6.5. Suppose V a pointed simplicial model category, and suppose given
a diagram of pointwise fibrant functors C -+ V
A S
'I I
K C
such that S, K ~.
Then there exists a w.e. square of functors
A Map,((I, *), C) (6.6)I AC
yielding the associated map A' -+ QC (where 9 denotes simplicial loops).
Proof. First notice that one can freely assume the vertical maps in 6.6 are levelwise
fibrations by performing functorial factorizations.
Next, to replace K by * one simply does the pullback
A! A S
I i, I,
K C
Next one uses mapping path objects:
A S
I 4I
R Map(IC) xc S
C
where Z is defined as the pushout of the lower corner (that the map A -+ Z is a
w.e. follows from both squares being hoinotopy pullback squares).
Finally, one uses the obvious w.e. map * -+ S to obtain (notice Map.((I, x
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*), C) = Map(I, C) xc *)
A Map. ((I, *), C)
R Map(I,C) xc S
C
Proposition 6.7. Let C' c C any small subcategory, and F: C -+ D a homogeneous
functor, where D is further assumed to be simplicial. Then Ftc, factors (up to a ziz
zag by w.e.) by Sp(C, E).
Proof. Iterative application of Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.5 yields two sequences
of pointwise fibrant functors Ai and A' together with w.e. 's Ai ~+4 QA'+ 1 -
Since the projective model structure on DC' exists (Theorem 13.3.2 in [27]), we
get to that we can form A'' together with maps A ~ AX' A .
Hence one may just as well replace Ai by At'. Now inductively define A ") by
setting A 2 ) = A' and forming the pullbacks
i+1
Finally one defines A *- lim At which come equipped with the desired spectrum
maps A -
i+0
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Chapter 7
Factoring multilinear symmetric
functors through spectra
In this chapter we use the notion of spectra described in 2.4, along with the assump-
tions described there. Namely, we always assume that the spectra categories Sp(C)
are cofibrantly generated, that they have a localization functor as in Proposition 2.16,
and that stable w.e.s are detected by the n"-" functors.
Definition 7.1. Consider a (multi-)functor F: C' -+ D. There is an obvious left
action' of En on C" and we call the functor F symmetric if there are natural
transformations
F ?-+ F o a
satisfying p, = Po .
Furthermore, given symmetric functors F, G, we define a natural transforma-
tion between them to be a natural transformation r: F -* G compatible with
/fP, PG in the obvious way.
Our goal in this chapter is to prove a theorem of the following kind.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose given a symmetric functor F: C** -+ V between nice enough
model categories which is linear in each coordinate. Then F is of the forms Qx" o P o
'Which by abuse of notation we just denote by the corresponding dements a E n
2Tha is to say, there is a zig zag of w.es betvi the tvwo
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(2O)x", where F: Sp(C)^^ -+ Sp(D) is itself a symmetric multilinear functor.
We will use the following generalization of the previous definition.
Definition 7.3. Let C, V be categories acted on the left by En (or more generally
any group G). Then a functor F: C -+ V is called symmetric if there are natural
transformations
roF L-" Fo a
satisfying p, = PO' o up'
Furthermore, given symmetric functors F, G, we define a natural transforma-
tion between them to be a natural transformation r: F -+ G compatible with
fpatF, pa,G in the obvious way.
Remark 7.4. Notice that given E,-categories C, D, E and symmetric functors C -F+
GD -+ E the composite G o F is also a symmetric functor with pa,GoF the composite
aoGoF -,aF) G o a o F "")GoFo,
Proposition 7.5. Suppose C is a cofibrantly generated model category acted on the
left by a group G.
Then the functorial factorizations can be chosen compatible with the G action.
Proof. Letting I, J be the generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations for C, one
extends these. Namely, IG = {(gg(f)): 9 E G, f E I}, and analogously for JG.
Performing the Quillen small object arguments for these sets will then yield the
desired invariant factorizations.
Remark 7.6. We hence assume that the fibrant/cofibrant replacements performed
in such a category are G invariant.
We now construct a first avatar of P, which we call F'.
Notice that Sp(D, E") has an obvious action by the group E, induced by its action
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on (SI)n. We now define:
p': Sp(C, E) -+ Sp(D, En) (7.7)
((Xf)iEN,..., (X,)iEN) + (F(X,.. ., Xi))EN (7.8)
with structure maps for P'((X )iEN,. - (Xif)iEN) being given by the composite
(S A^ A F(X|,...Xn) -+ F(S' A Xl,... S' A X,") -+ F(Xj1+,...,IX,"1)
where the first map comes from the multilinear structure of F, and uses the sphere
coordinates in the obvious fixed order.
Proposition 7.9. If F is a symmetric functor C" -+ D, then so is P': Sp(C, E)" -+
Sp(D, En) (now taking into account that both the source and target are categories with
a En action).
Proof. We require maps a o P' - P' o a. Since the En action on Sp(D, E") does
not change the underlying sequence of the spectrum, but merely twists the structure
maps, such maps are immediately obtained levelwise by applying the 1 ,oF- That this
is compatible with the structure maps of the spectra is precisely guaranteed by the
referred twisting.
Proposition 7.10. Q: Sp(D, En) -+ D is a symmetric functor.
Proof. We need only show that Q" itself (i.e. the non derived version) is symmetric,
since fibrant replacements are chosen symmetric.
We now need to produce maps Q1 -" Q1 o a. But both sides, on a spectrum
(Xi)iEN, are given as colimits i Map((S)^, Xi), the only difference being that the
structure maps are twisted by the En action. That action then gives a map between
the direct systems, and hence the required natural transformation. O
Remark 7.11. The above statement would be true replacing (SI)An by any other
En simplicial pointed set.
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We now prove it is F equivalent to Q* o ' o( )^".
Proposition 7.12. Let F be a multi-simplicial and multilinear homotopy functor.
There is a natural zig zag of equivalences of symmetric functors
F ~~ f0 o Po (EOO)X*
Proof. Standard tricks allow us to just reduce to comparing F and Q* o F' o (E*0) *
(namely, one can replace P' so as to take fibrant values in the projective level model
structure and replace F to match its 0-th level functor) over cofibrant values.
Q0ooF'o(Eo) x is given by a colimit of functors Map(Sni, F(S'AX', ... , SiAX )),
of which F is the 0-th functor. This yields the natural transformation, which is easily
seen to be symmetric. That it is also a w.e. is just an immediate consequence of the
multilinearity of F. 0
Remark 7.13. A certain amount of care must be taken when reading the previous
result. This is because it is not immediately clear that the functor F' is actually
homotopical with respect to stable equivalences on the spectra categories. Indeed, a
priori, the only type of equivalences that are obviously preserved by F' are levelwise
equivalences of spectra.
The next result provides conditions in which this holds.
Before stating we point out, however, that in the previous result Q can be defined
using either a stable fibrant replacement or a mere levelwise fibrant replacement (for
some fixed levelwise model structure). The reason is that, as the proof of the result
shows, the image of P' o t is already an Q-spectrum up to level equivalence (or, in
other words, the spaces of the spectrum already have the right homotopy type).
In other words, no problems are caused by viewing Sp(D) as equipped with the
stable model structure.
Proposition 7.14. Let F be a multilinear multihomotopical functor Cn -+ D as
before, and suppose further that F preserves filtered homotopy colimits (in each vari-
able). Then P' sends tuples (f1,- -- , fn), where the fi are either stable w.e.s between
cofibrant objects or identities, to stable w.e.s., and hence P' o Q" is a homotopical
functor with respect to the stable model structures.
Furthermore, F' o Q" is a multilinear functor.
Proof. First notice that any diagrams in a spectra category that are hocolim/holim
diagrams with respect to levelwise w.e.s are also hocolim/holim diagrams with respect
to stable w.e.s.
Hence P' preserves level direct hocolims, and sends level homotopy pushout dia-
grams to level homotopy pullback diagrams. But since its target is stable (we show
later in the chapter that Sp(), E") is appropriately equivalent to Sp(D, E)) the latter
are stable homotopy pushout diagrams.
Now by the 2 out of 3 property one need only show that F sends the localization
maps X -+ X 1 c whenever X is cofibrant (this is because w.e.s between local objects
are always levelwise).
But by Proposition 2.16 those localization maps are always transfinite composition
of pushouts of the maps in AS. As these transfinite compositions and pushouts are in
fact homotopy transfinite compositions and homotopy pushouts (in the level structure
on Sp(C, E')"), and F preserves these (when regarding Sp(D, E") as having the
stable model structure), it suffices to show that F sends maps that are coordinatewise
in AS or identities to w.e.s. But this is now obvious from the description of 2S,
because those are always maps that are w.e.s in high enough degrees.
For the second part, one needs to show that pushout diagrams are sent to pullback
diagrams (or equivalently pushout diagrams). But since any stable pushout diagram
is stably equivalent to a level pushout diagram this is now obvious from the previous
discussion.
0
We have now essentially proven for P' the desired properties for P. The main
difference between the two is their target categories, Sp(D, En) and Sp(D, E). But we
claim that the two are Quillen equivalent (through a zig zag), as En model categories
(the latter having a trivial E, action), and in a way compatible with the Q' functors,
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and from this the result follows.
To see why this is plausible, notice that, topologically, S" decomposes, as a E,-
object, into S' A S5, with the action on S' being trivial and Sf being the reduced
regular representation. But then, since inverting S' A * also inverts S5 A * (notice
that the presence of a E, action determines the action on the category of spectra,
but is irrelevant for the model category structure itself), plausibility follows.
We now set to prove this. As a first step we need to replace the simplicial S",
which lacks any decomposition as above, with something more amenable. That this
can be done follows from the following (particular case of a) theorem of Hovey:
Theorem 7.15. Let C be a simplicial model categoj for which spectra can be defined,
as described in 2.4.
Suppose f: A -* B a w.e. of pointed simplicial sets. Then, provided that the
domains of the generating cofibrations of C ar cofbrant or that the induced natural
transformation of functors X Ae -+ Y A * is a pointwise w. e., f induces a Quillen
equivalence
Sp(C, A) ; Sp(C, B)
Proof. This is a particular case of Theorem 5.5 in {20]. It is worth noting that in
the proof Hovey uses Proposition 2.3 from that paper, which supposes the involved
categories to be left proper cellular. However, careful examination of the proofs shows
that left properness and cellularity are only used to conclude the existence of the left
Bousfield localization model structure, and hence the result still holds provided one
knows those to exist. 0
Remark 7.16. The Quillen equivalence above is also compatible with the Qos. This
is clear for the right adjoint (which is a forgetful functor) from the obvious map
I- Map(B^A, X,) -+ I- Map(A^i, Xi) being a w.e. when (Xi) is a projective fibrant
spectrum. The result also follows for the left adjoint since (it's derived functor) is the
inverse of the (derived functor) of the right adjoint.
Using the above result we are then allowed to replace S" by a E, w.e. simplicial set
of the form S A S-, possibly resorting to a ziz zag of E, w.e. S' +- C -4 F +- S'A SP'
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We will now be finished by proving the following:
Proposition 7.17. Suppose V is in the finitely generated case described in [201, so
that stable w.e. in the spectra categories are determined at the level of the Qo-"n
functors.
Then there is a En Quillen equivalence
Sp(D, S') # Sp(D, S' A SP)
with left adjoint given by
L((Xi)iEN) = ((S)^AA X)iEN
and right adjoint given by
R((Y)iEN) = (Map((SP)AI Y3 iEN
Proof. First we show this is a Quillen adjuntion. For the projective model structures
we clearly have a Quillen adjunction, since the left adjoint carries generating cofi-
brations/triv. cofibrations to cofibrations/triv. cofibrations (namely, a generating
cofib/triv cofib of the form F(f) is sent to F,,(f A (S5P)^n)).
Similarly, the localizing set of maps Fn+1(X A 5') -+ FX is sent to F+,(X A
S' A (Sfi)An+1) -+ Fn(X A (S,)A), also a stable equivalence. Hence one has indeed a
Quillen adjunction.
We now turn to proving that this is indeed a Quillen equivalence.
As usual, consider a cofibrant SI spectrum X, a fibrant S' A Sf spectrum Y, so
that we want to show a map LX -+ Y is w.e. iff the map X -+ RY is.
We now use our hypothesis that w.e. are determined at the n"-" level. For
LX -+ Y this yields maps (where n denotes true homotopical loops)
hocolii4 ji(1+)((gy)i+n A Xi+,) -+ hocolimi n('+'3)yi+
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while for X -+ RY it yields maps
hocolim n'Xi+n -4 hocolimni Map((SO)^, Yi+n) = hocolim nl+PY+n-
But since this last map factors through the obvious map
hocolimi "Xi+n -+ hocolimi Q(l+P)((S)i+" A Xi+,),
it remains to show that these maps are w.e. and, without loss of generality, to do so
for i = 0.
Next one notices that the En actions are irrelevant as far as detecting w.e.s, so
that we will be done if we prove the analogous result for the analogous adjuntction
of model categories3 given by the obvious analogous formulae:
Sp(D, Sl) - Sp(D,S' A (S1)" n)
In order words, it now remains to prove the map
hocolimi nlXi -+ hocolim in"((S"')i A Xj) = hocolim (n )i(n) X,
is a w.e.. At this point a certain amount of care must be taken with the suspen-
sion/loop coordinates. Henceforth assume suspension coordinates ordered left to
right (and loop coordinates ordered inversely to make the notation compatible with
applying adjunction unit maps).
The maps defining the left hocolim are of the form
+i+(n-1)i1n-X - (n-1)i (n-1)i+X
where the first map is the unit map, and the second map moves the first coordinate in
3To sethisone rmay find a bifibrart SO -+ C <~ (S1)"-1 and apply 7.15.
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the inner E" until it is adjacent to Xi (and, by symmetry, moves the associated loop
coordinate in the opposite direction), and the final map is induced by EX; -+ Xj+1
(we also perform some rewriting of terms, but no further shuffling).
By contrast, consider the hocolimit with the same terms, but with the reshufflings
in the middle step removed, so that the outer suspension coordinate is the one used
in the final map.
These two hocolimits are of course equivalent, since when they are computed
using only the intermediate terms nif(n-n)inEn E(n- 1)iX,, the direct (sub)systems
are actually isomorphic.
Now notice that the unshuffled direct system can be identified with no for a new
S"-spectrum (S(n-1) A Xi)iEN with structure maps S" A S(n-1) A Xi = S(n 1)(i+l) A
S' A Xi -+ S(nx1)(i+') A Xj+1 (with no shuffling used).
It then suffices to show the map relating this last direct system with that for Q"
of (Xi)iEN induces a w.e. on hocolims.
To see this consider the diagram
X0 S' A X0  S2 A X0  S3 A X0  S4 A X0
X1 S' A X, S2 A X1 S3 A X,
X2 S' A X 2  S 2 A X 2  ---
where the lines represent the spaces of S'-spectra, and the colunms obvious maps
between these spectra. Now consider applying n to the n-th column, so that one
has a full diagram. Notice that the direct system for n" of (Xi)iEN is the line of slope
1 in this diagram, while the direct system for n" of (Sn) A Xi)iEN is the line of
slope n. But since tracking definitions shows the map induced between those direct
systems is given by traveling horizontally in the diagram above, the result finally
follows by cofinality of those lines in the diagram.
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Part II
Goodwillie calculus in Algo
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Chapter 8
Basic definitions
The majority of the material in this chapter is adapted from [15], which should be
consulted for details. We will only cover here the bare minimum necessary for the
remainder of the paper.
8.1 Symmetric Spectra
Definition 8.1. The category SpE of symmetric spectra is the category such that
" objects X are sequences X. E SSet'" (i.e., X, is a pointed simplicial set with a
E, action), together with structure maps (compatible with the Em x En, action)
S'" A Xn -+ Xm+n
satisfying appropriate compatibility conditions.
" maps f: X -+ Y are sequences of En maps f,: Xn -+ Y compatible with the
structure maps in the obvious way.
Also, we denote by A the standard monoidal structure on SpE with unit S, the
canonical symmetric spectrum such that S = S", the n-sphere.
Definition 8.2 (Free symmetric spectra). Let H c Em, be a subgroup and A E
SSet*H.
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The free spectrum F" (A) generated by A is the symmetric spectrum with spaces
i E x (S- m A A) if n > m
(F (A ) E* - x if n < M
with the natural maps.
Or, in other words, Fg is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor Spr -+ SSet'.
8.2 Stable model structures on SpE
Our interest on SpE is as a model category for spectra. The stable w.e.s used for
this are somewhat technical to define, as the actual definition resorts to defining
injective 2-spectra first, hence we refer to [21] for the precise definition. For our
purposes it is enough to view these stable equivalences as being those maps that
induce isomorphisms on the stable homotopy groups ir'.
However, while we will only be interested in model structures on SpE which use
the stable w.e.s as the notion of w.e.s, there are multiple such model structures, and
it will be useful for us to be aware of several of them, which we list in the following
definition.
Definition 8.3. We have the following stable model structures on Spy.
" level cofibrations stable model structure, where the cofibrations are lev-
elwise cofibrations of the underlying symmetric sequences.
" flat stable model structure, with generating cofibrations given by
FZ((onk)+) -+ Fg((Ak)+)
for m > 0, H c E,m any subgroup.
'The catch here is that, when working with symmetric spectra, one can't usually simply define
n(X) = flTr nn+mXm, unIes X already satisiessomefibrancy type condition.
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" positive flat stable model structure, with generating cofibrations given by
FH((OAk) +) -+F((Ak))
for m > 1, H c Em any subgroup.
" stable model structure, with generating cofibrations given by
F*l ((6Ak) +) -+F*((Ak)+)
for m > 0, and where * C Em denotes the trivial subgroup.
" positive stable model structure, with generating cofibrations given by
F,*((3A)+) -+F*((Ak)+)
for m > 0, and where * C Em denotes the trivial subgroup.
Remark 8.4. It is worth noticing the hierarchy of these model categories: the level
cofibrations stable structure has the most cofibrations, followed by the flat stable model
structure, followed by either the positive fiat stable or the stable model structures
(which refine the flat stable model structure in different ways), and followed finally
by the positive stable model structure, which has the least cofibrations of all.
Proposition 8.5. The five model structures listed above are all left proper cellular
model categories.
Proof. We recall that left properness means that the pushout of a w.e. along a
cofibration is again a w.e.. Hence it suffices to prove this property for the model
category structure with the most cofibrations, namely the levelwise cofibration model
structure. This result is then Lemma 5.4.3 part (1) of [21].
Cofibrant generation of each of these model structures is proved in several papers:
for the level cofibration model structure and the stable model structure this is proved
in [21]; for the flat stable model structure and the positive flat stable model structure
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this is proved in [30], and for the positive stable model structure this is proved in
[2412.
Cellularity of these model categories (see Definition A.1 of [20] for the definition)
follows immediately from these being categories built out of siniplicial sets.
Indeed, any set of objects A will be compact with respect to any set of level
injections K by choosing a regular ordinal -y greater than the cardinality of all the
simplicies appearing in A, as then a map from a E A into a relative K-cell complex
will factor through the minimal complex containing the images of the simplices, and
this subcomplex will have less than y' cells.
Hence indeed the domains of I are compact with respect to I, and the domains
of J small relative to the cofibrations (by a similar but easier argument). Finally, it
is clear that the cofibrations are categorical monomorphisms, since they are always
levelwise monomorphisms.
8.3 Operads and algebras
Definition 8.6. An (spectral) operad 0 in Sp E is a sequence of "spectra of n-ary
operations" O(n) E Sp', for n > 0, together with
" E, actions on O(n),
" multiplication maps
O(n) A O(mi) A - A O(mrn) -+ 0(mi + - + m,,)
and unit map
S -+ O(1),
2A little care is needed here because the results proen in [24] are for topologically based spectra
instead of for simplicial ones, so one needs to adapt the arguments preset thEre Alternatively, it is
fairly straightforward toseethat onehasa positiveled modd structurein thesirmplicial case, and
that this is a left proper cdlular modd category, hence the result can also be derived by applying
the left Bousfild localization techniques of [18].
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* together with associativity, unity and change of order of variables compatibility
conditions.
Definition 8.7. The category Algo of algebras over the operad 0 is the category
such that
0 objects X are symmetric spectra plus algebra maps
0(n) A X -4 X
satisfying appropriate compatibility conditions.
a maps f: X -+ Y are maps X -+ Y of the underlying symmetric spectra which
are compatible with the algebra structure maps.
Definition 8.8 (Free algebras). The free 0-algebra functor (usually denoted 0) is
the left adjoint to the forgetful functor Algo -+ Sp'.
It assigns to a symmetric spectrum X the canonical algebra O(X) whose under-
lying spectrum is V=o(0(n) A X^^)En.
We will also occasionally use the notation 0 o X for this algebra, where o is meant
to evoke the composition product of symmetric sequences.
Notations 8.9. Notice that for any 0-algebra X it's structural multiplication maps
can be packaged into a map
0(X) - X.
Notice further that this is actually a map of 0-algebras.
We will be using the following standard result.
Proposition 8.10. Let 0 - 0' be a map of operads. Then there is an adjunction
o'o0-
Algo 1-( Algo,
forget
where the functor o' o - is defined by the natural coequalizer coeq(O'0X -1 O'X).
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Remark 8.11. As a particular case of the previous result, consider the obvious imiap'
0(1) -+ (9. Then each spectrum 0(n) has a natural left action of 9 together with n
different right actions of 0(1). Note that these actions are all compatible, and that
the right actions are furthermore related by the symmetric group action. Altogether
these make 0(n) into a (0(1), O(1)")-bimodule.
It is then easy to see that
S X = \ ((n) A = V O(n) A X^".
n>O n>o
Proposition 8.12. Let X be in Alyo, and consider the undercategoy (Algo)x, of
O-algebras under X.
Then there erists an enveloping operad Ox such that
(Algjo)xl = Algo,.
Mare specifically. one has
Ox(n) = coeq(J O(n + n) Arm (0 o X)^m -L 0(n + m) A vrXm)
with the tiro maps induced by the optrad.structure and the algeu structure.
Proof. This is really just Proposition 4-7 of [15] reinterpreted (and retricted froum
left modules to algebras., i.e., left modules concentrated in degree 0.).
Indeed, what that proposition shows is that the forgetful fnictor (Alqo)x/ has its
left adjoint given by Ox o -. The result then follows since the conditions of Beck's
m1lonadlicity theorem are inunediate. LI
SNotice that ((1) is itself a rmonoid, and can hence he viewv.i as at operad concentrated in degree
1.
'Here O(1) " denotes the wreath produet E, O(1)^" = v,,E (1)^". Multiplication in this
ring spectrum is such that multiplying the a component by the T component lands in the rT
component, and u acts on the second O(1)" copy before ultiplying those coordinatewise.
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8.4 Model structures on Algo
The following is a particular case of the main result of [15]., combined with a result
of the follow-up paper for the simplicial structure:
Theorem 8.13. Suppose Sp' is endowed with either the positive stable model struc-
ture or the positive flat stable model structure.
Then, for any operad 0, the projective model structure' on Algo exists.
Furthermore, this is a simplicial model structure.
We will also require a somewhat explicit description of the simplicial tensoring
and cotensoring.
First, recall that in Sp' one has tensoring and cotensoring given by
(K 0 X)n =K+AX7,
and
Map(K, X)n = (Xn)K,
where K E SSet and X G SpE.
In other words. this tensoring and cotensoring reflect pointwise the tensoring and
cotcnsoring of SSet, over SSet. Note that K 0 X can also be described as FO*K A X.
In Algo, the tensoring of a simplicial set K and a 0-algebra X is then given by
the (algebraic) coequalizer
O(KO1p)
K @a X = O(K @ 0(X)) -- 0(K 0 X)
0(r)
where O(X) 4 X is the algebra structure map and K 0 O(X) -+ O(K 9 X) it the
map
K 0 (O(n) A XAn)s, -+ \/(KX" 00(n) A XAn),
n-O n=O
5We recall that in a category Algc(C) of algebras over some monad C in C, the projective model
structure (when it exists) on Algc(C) is the one where w.e.s/fibrations are the maps which are
underlying w.e.s/fibrations in C.
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which is induced at eadi level by the diagonal maps K -> K".
As for the cotensoring Map(K, X), the underlying symmetric spectrum is just
Map(K, X), with the algebra structures maps
O(n) A Map(KX)" 
- Map(KX)
being the adjoints to the composite
KGV(n)AMap( K, X)" -> K0C0(n)A1lap(K, X )" x 0(n) A(K®Aiap(K, X))" - X
where the first map is induced by the diagonal K -+ K" and the last one by the
counits K X Alap(K, X) -+ X and algebra structure map 0(n) A X -X.
8.5 Spectra in spectra
Recall that our basic definitions and assumptions for categories of spectra on a model
category where made in Section 2.4.
We note that the hypothesis of 2.17 hold when Sp- is given the flat stable model
structutre.
Indeed, in that case SpS is almost finitely generated (see [20] Chapter 4 for the
definition), and in fact even finitely generated: searching the proofs given in [21]
one sees that the generating cofibrations are maps F((6A)>) -+ Fg((Ak) 4 ), with
compact domains and codomains, and that the generating trivial cofibrations are the
maps F'((At)±) -+ F((Ak)±) phs the simplicial mapping cylinders of the maps
FA( ($1)+) -+ F;( (S")), which again have compact domains and codomains.
The remaining two conditions. that sequential and finite products commute, and
that Map(S ) preserves sequential colimits, follow imnmediately from the fact that
all these constructions are levelwise at the simplicial set level, where the statements
are known to be true.
We notice however that the conclusion of 2. 17 actually holds for any of the model
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structures on SpF we listed.
Indeed, it suffices for this to check that the w.e.s on Sp(SpE) are exactly the same
no matter what the base model category chosen on SpE.6
Now notice that clearly the various possible levelwise model structures on Sp(SpF)
are Quillen equivalent, and share the same weak equivalences. But since furthermore
the notion of stable fibrant objects (i.e. local) in Sp(Sp') only depends on the base
model structure on Sp(E) up to a levelwise w.e., it indeed follows that all the stable
model structrures on Sp(SpF) do have the same equivalences, as desired.
6That these rmdel structures alvays exist foillos from Proposition 8.5 together with the first
main theorem of [20].
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Chapter 9
Spectra on Alg 0
As shown in Part I understanding homogeneous functors to/from a (good) model
category is closely related to understanding its stabilization. Hence, our goal in this
chapter will be to understand the stable model category Sp(Algo).
Recall first of all that the underlying case model structures on Algo are those
described in 8.4, i.e., the projective model structures built out of any of the "positive"
stable model structures in Sp. We shall have no need to distinguish between these
two model structures in our results.
Second, recall that in order to stabilize a model category C, C must either be a
pointed model category, else one must first replace C by its category C. of pointed
objects and then stabilize that category. In our context, we notice that Algo is
pointed precisely when 0(0) = * 1, hence we make that assumption for the rest of
this chapter. We also point out that, by 8.12, (Algo), is still always an operadic
algebra category, hence our results still cover that case.
Our main result will be that, Sp(Algo) is just Modo(i)(Sp'), up to a zig zag of
Quillen equivalences.
However, some subtleties must be handled beforehand, like proving that the model
structure on Sp(Algo) actually exists. The reason one can't simply just use the theory
developed in [20] is that Algo is rarely left proper.
'We shall also refer to this condition by saying that 0 is non unital.
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Here's a sketch for why: it is easy (by appealing to universal properties), to check
that in Algo it is Ox(A) x Y = Oy(A). As the map X -+ Ox(A) is a cofibration
whenever A is cofibrant, one sees that left properness would require X -* Ox to be
a homotopical construction. But now recall that Ox (n) is constructed as a quotient
of m>O 0(n + m) AEm XAm, which is not expected to be a homotopical construction
for general 0, and hence neither is Ox. It is not too hard to craft specific examples
where this can be seen explicitly.
In order to prove the existence of a model structure on Sp(Algo) directly, we
first notice that this category can also be regarded as Algo,(Sp(SpE)), the algebras
for a certain monad 0,, on the category Sp(Sp ). One then needs only verify the
hypothesis for the standard result for the existence of model structures in algebra
model categories, which is Lemma 2.3 in [28].
We point out that this is exactly what is done in [15], where the pushouts relevant
to apply Lemma 2.3 in [28] are studied by means of an adequate filtration. And,
in fact, our proof that [28] applies will consist of studying the analogous filtration
adapted to the monad 0,,.
Proposition 9.1. Sp(Algo) is the category Algo,(Sp(SpE)) of algebras for the
monad O, given by
(OX)n = O(Xn)
with the structure maps given by the composite2
S' A (Xn) -+ O(S' A Xn+1 ) -+ O(Xn+1 )-
Proof. The first task is to show that O is actually a monad (and indeed a functor).
It is useful for this to consider the following auxiliary structures.
Asp: Sp(Sp ) x Sp(SpE) -+ Sp(Sp:)
2Here thefirst map is the map we caled t in&4.
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(X A., Y)n = X A Y,
A: SpE x Sp(SpE) -* Sp(Sp")
(X A Y)n = X A Y,
where the structure maps for X A,, Y are the natural composite S1 A Xn A Y -+
(Sl)A2 A Xn A Y ' S' A X, A S' A Y -* X,+ 1 A K+1, with the first map induced
by the diagonal map, and the structure maps for X A Y given by natural composite
S1 A X A Y - X A S A Y -+ 1AY+ 1 .
It is then clear that A,, is a non unital symmetric monoidal structure3 on
Sp(Sp2).
Furthermore, A: Spr x Sp(Sp-) behaves unitaly with respect to the unit of SpE
and associatively with respect to both the monoidal structure' A on SpE and the
monoidal structure A., on SpX.
Since furthermore each of these operations preserves colimits in each variable, it is
then a formality to notice that non unital operads in SpE induce monads on Sp(SpF).
Obviously the monad associated to 0 is just what we called ,..
It now remains to see that the categories Sp(Algo) and Algo.,(Sp(Spv)) are
indeed the same.
First, we show the objects are the same. It is immediately clear that 0,, algebras
X are made out of 9-algebras X, at each level. So it really only remains to see
that having a map 0,,(X) -+ X is equivalent to having maps5 S' AO Xn -+ X,,1
of algebras. To see this first rewrite the structure maps of spectra in adjoint formO.
3This monoidal structure may look strange and unfamiliar at first. There is a very god reason
for this, namelythefact that Asp isalways homotopically trivial, i.e, X AspY is always nullhomotpic.
This fact plays a crucial role in the proof of the main result of this chapter.
4We purposefully abuse notation here in using the symbol A to denotetwo different operations
We believe this should not cause confusion.
5Here we use Ao to denote the pointed simplicial tensoring of AIgy.
61.e, Xn -+ M apS,Xn+i) rather than S1 A Xn -+ Xn. 1.
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But it is now clear that both conditions are just the commutativity of the following
diagram
O(Xn,) O(Map(S" X,,+1)) Map(S', O(Xn+1))
Xn Map(31S n+)I~ _ __ _ X.1'
the difference being that the first condition concerns the squares obtained by ommiting
O(Map(S', Xn+1 )) and the second those obtained by ommiting Map(S O(Xn+1))-
It remains only to see that maps in the two categories are the same, but this is
clear: compatibility with spectra structure maps gives the same condition in both
cases, and compatibility with the O,, algebra structures is the same as compatibility
with the 0-algebra structures at all the levels.
Lemma 9.2. The class of maps in Sp(SpE) which are both levelwise monomorphisms
stable equivalences is closed under pushouts, transfinite compositions and retracts.
Proof. Recall that weak equivalences in Sp(Sp') are detected as equivalences at the
hocolim nhXn+k level.
Now consider a pushout of a such a map. Levelwise all these pushouts are actually
homotopy pushouts (since the level cofibration model structure on Spl is left proper),
and since Sp' is a stable, they are actually also levelwise homotopy pullbacks. But
then applying nl turns such (levelwise) squares into homotopy pullbacks. But then
it is obvious that the original pushout square is a homotopy pushout after applying
any of the n " functor.
A similar easier argument deals with the case of transfinite compositions, and the
statement for retracts is obvious.
Theorem 9.3. The (monadic) projective model structures on
Sp(Algo) ~ Algo,(Sp(Sp ))
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based on either the positive stable or the positive flat stable model structures on Sp-
exist (and are cofibrantly generated).
Proof. We need to verify the conditions of Lemma 2.3 of [28].
It is immediate that 0,, commutes with filtered direct colimits, and the smallness
conditions are obviously satisfied by adapting the argument made in the proof of
Proposition 8.5.
It hence only remains to check that for J a set of generating trivial cofibrations
on Sp(Sp', E) then {Op(J)},eq, the closure of Os,(J) under pushouts and transfinlite
compositions, consists of w.e.s.
Hence suppose now that suppose X -+ Y is in J. and consider any pushout
diagram in Sp(Algo) of the form
0,,(X ) >A
'I I
O,,(Y) >B.
By Lemma 9.2, we will be done provided we can show that the map A -+ B is a
level monomorphism and an underlying stable equivalence in Sp(Sp ).
The strategy for this is to break the map A -+ B using the filtration analog to
the one used in [15] (pages 17 and adjacent). Explicitly, we write B as colim(Ao -+
A1 -+ A 2 -+ ... ), where the successive A. are built as pushouts
0s,,A (t) Ar, Q'_ 1 >At_1 (9.4)
I I
0.,, A(t ) As, Y^* At.
A little care is needed in explaining the notation here. We do not actually define
terms 0 sp,A(t) in this context because the colinits used for the analogous definition in
[15] would make no sense, as they would involve both objects of Sp' and of Sp(Sp')
simultaneously 7. Instead, we define expressions O8,,A(t) A Z1 A, -... A,, Zt as a whole
7This is a reflection of the fact that the monoidal structure A,, is non unital.
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by the coequalizers8
0sp,A (t) AZT = wofq(( 0(p+t) As, (A)AP AZT - f V(p +t) Ar A APAZ T ). (9.5)
p>() pxII
with the equalized maps corresponding to the algebra structure of A and the structure
maps of the operad.
Additionally, as in [15], the symbol Q1 iis meant to suggest the "union" (i.e.
colimit) of the terms in the I-cube (X _-+ YP)^n with the YAsp terminal vertex
removed". Finally. the subscripts AE, are meant to denote that one takes coinvariants
with respect to the obvious (diagonal) Et action.
The existence of the relevant maps in 9.4, along with the existence of the relevant
maps At -> B, is then formally analogous to the treatment in [15], merely replacing
the ionad 0 by the monad 0,,.
It then follows immediately that B is indeed the colinit of the At, since these col-
inits are levehvise on the (outer) spectra coordinates, and our filtration just restricts
to the one inl [15] for each level.
Hence by Leuna 9.2 it suffices to show that the maps
Qp.A(t) As, Q_, -+ Op.A(t) As, Y^t
are all level monomorphisms and stable equivalences. The first of these follows since
cofibrations in Sp(Spl) are always levelwise cofibrations for the underlying chosen
model structure on Sp, and by applying" Proposition 4.28 of [15]. Note that we
do know that the generating trivial cofibrations of Sp(Sp5 ) have cofibrant dollains
and codomains, even though we do not have an explicit description for these. Indeed,
this follows from the localization theory of [18], namely Proposition 4.5.1 together
with the fact that the generating cofibratious in Sp(Sp') are directly seen to have
8 We nuse the shorthand ZT = Z A., --- A rpZt.
9Though note that here we only ever need to use the first p partial composition products-
"Though, again, one needs to view the expression OpA (t) A Q'_ I defined as a whole.
"Notice that for this statement we are restricting to either of the positive model stnctures on
Spi-
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cofibrant domains and codomains.
For the second part, we note first that, since we are in the case 0(0) = *, the
equalizer in 9.5 splits into two parts: the part with p = 0, which is just O(t) A ZAT,
and the part with p 1. We deal with these summands separately.
When p = 0, the term for t = 1 is clearly a stable equivalence, as we are just
smashing every level spectrum with 0(1), and since X and Y are levelwise cofibrant
12, this smash product is homotopically significant. Hence
Q'-"(0(1) A X) = hocolimk((0(1) A Xk+))
= hocolimk(0(1) A nk Xk+n) (9.6)
= 0(1) A hocolimk (f6kXk+n) = 0(1) A Q2"X
and likewise for Y, so clearly the map 0(1) A X -+ 0(1) A Y is a stable equivalence.
When p = 0 and t > 1 the map is a weak equivalence simply because the
O(t) AE, Qt_ 1 and O(t) AE, Yt spectra are actually nullhomotpic. Indeed, since stable
equivalences are detected by the p -n functors, this will follow if we show that the
structure maps of these spectra are null homotopic. However, the structure maps
O(t) Ar, Y* are constructed by first considering the map
S1 A (Yn) t -4 St A (Yn)* = (S1 A Yn) t -+ (Yn+1)t
and then applying the functor O(t) Ar, -. But clearly the map above is nullhomo-
topic, since it factors through a higher suspension, and it remains nullhomotopic after
applying the functor O(t) As, - because the (Yn)t are El-cofibrant by Proposition 4.28
of [15]. The exact same analysis works for O(t) Ar, Q'_ 1 , provided one does know
that the (Q_ 1 ),, are Et-cofibrant. Since unfortunately [15] does not quite prove this,
we show this improved result in Appendix A (Corollary A.8).
It remains to deal with the sununands for p > 1. This will again follow from the
spectra in those summands being nullhomotopic. Indeed, we claim that the structure
12 For either of the positive model structures on Sp'.
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inaps for ( 0 ,pA(t) As, Y^t)pl factor as
S' A (OA.4t) Am, Yf),lp -+ S2 A (OA,(t) Av, Y)p, -+ (QOA,, (t) As, Y, 1 )p 1.
This follows inmediatelly from the following commutative diagram between the
equalizers defining these terms".
E( H O(p+ t) A (OA)(Yn)') - f C(p + t) A E(OA,,)PE(Yn) -- U i9(p + t) A (OAn+1) ( +)
p> Ex E p p x E, EI x E
(+t)A(A, 1)P ()"n)')} L...I O(p +t) A S(An)-PS(YtiOt HO(p +t) A (.1P'-)
Here the leftward horizontal maps are induced by the diagonal maps S1 -+ S and the
rightward ones are the induced by the previously described spectra structure maps.
We notice that the group actions are trivial on these sphere coordinates. That the
diagram commutes is essentially the renark that those rightward maps are themselves
built out of diagonal naps. Hence it now follows that the (Op,A(t)As, Y')>,i spectrum
is nullhonotopic, and the same argument works (0t,A(t) As, Q_ 1'), i (notice that
no form of Et-cofibrancy is now required), thereby concluding the proof.
Corollary 9.8. The induced adjunctions Sp(Mxloj) - Sp(Algo ) are Quillen equiL-
Proof. We deal first with the case 011] = S.
We need to show that. for X E Sp(Sp5 ) cofibrant and Y E Sp(Alyo) fibrant, a
map O,,X -+ A is w.e. iff the adjoint map X -+ A is. However, the second of these
maps factors through the first as X -+ OX --+ Y where p is the unit of the free-forget
adjunction. Hence all that needs to be done is to show that p is a stable equivalence
whenever X is fibrant. But this is now obvious from the proof of Theorem 9.3, which
makes clear the fact that the spectra O(n) A5 , X^-" are all nullhomotopic for n > 2.
t allere we write E for S' A - and omit some A signs to save space.
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For general O(1), the adjunction Sp(Modo[g]) = Sp(Algo) is just obtained by
applying 0 ooti) - levelwise (see 8.11). Since V oo(i) X = O(n) A XAn, one
o(1)ln
needs only show that 0(n) A XAn is nullhomotopic. But repeating the argument
0(1)',
in the proof of Theorem 9.3 this will follow provided one knows that XAn is 0(1)ln-
cofibrant when X is 0(1)-cofibrant. This follows from Proposition A.10.
Remark 9.9. We point out that Theorem 9.3 could have itself been proven by re-
garding Sp(Algo) as the algebras for a certain monad over1 4 Sp(Modop11 ).
This would entail studying colimits of the form
O 00(1) (X) A
0 oo(1) (Y) B,
where X and Y are 0(1)-modules, by producing a filtration analogous to the one
described in Diagram 9.4. Indeed, the only difference between the normal construction
and this one is that A symbols get replaced by relative A0(i) symbols.
One would then obtain a sequence of (0(1), 0(1)'1)-bimodules OaD(l)(n), form-
ing a "'relative enveloping operad". We point out, however, that OAQ((n) is just
O(An) again' 5 . Indeed, it's easy to see that the OA(n) are themselves (0(1), 0(1)n)-
bimodules (either by direct analysis of the formula, or by using the canonical map of
operads V -+ OA), and one sees that these sequences must match since they are both
codifying left adjoints to forgetful functors.
Remark 9.10. Notice that in the commutative diagram of Quillen adjunctions (with
14 Notice that the theory from [20] does ensure that a stable model structure on Sp(M odom11)
edsts since M odo[ is left proper.
15 Nate that this is not quite obvious from the deining formulae.
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vertical adjunctions induced by the map of operads 0 -+ 0(1))
A1go Sp(Alg o )
Modo(l) 4 Sp(Modov())
both the lower and right adjunctions are Quillen equivalences. Indeed, that the lower
adjunction is a Quillen equivalence follows from Theorem 5.1 of [20], since Modo(1)
was stable to start with. The right adjunction is also the right adjunction in the
diagram of adjunctions
Sp(Modo(j)) - Sp(Algo) + Sp(Modopj)
induced by the maps of operads 0(1) -+ 0 -+ 0(1). Since these maps compose to
the identity in 0(1), so do the adjunctions, so that the right adjunction will be a
Quillen equivalence if the first is, and this we showed in Corollary 9.8.
It then follows that we can think of the adjunction
o)oo-
Algo0 M odogy)
forget
as the stabilizing adjunction for Algo, with 0(1) oo - playing the role of E* and
forget the role of Q"O, so that we will occasinally refer to these functors by those
names.
We notice that both of these functors also go by other names in the literature. E*
is often called the indecomposables functor, since it is obtained from an algebra
X by killing elements that can be written as higher n-ary operations (i.e. n > 2).
It is also costumary, at least for some operads, to denote its derived functor by
topological Andre-Quillen homology. Q* is often called the trivial extension,
since its image consists of those algebras where the higher n-ary operations identically
vanish.
Finally, notice that we do not at this point yet know if the model structure in
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Algo we constructed fits the paradigm described in Section 8.5.
Proposition 9.11. The model structure defined by Theorem 9.3 coincides with the
left Bousfield localized model structure as required by Definition 2.14.
Proof. We first show that the two model structures have the same cofibrations. Both
sets of generating cofibrations are constructed based on the generating cofibrations I
of SpE. For the model structure of Theorem 9.3 the generating cofibrations are then
0 FnI), while for the model structure in Definition 2.14 they are UnFnOI. It is
straightforward to check that these sets match (indeed, this just repeats the analysis
in Proposition 9.1).
Now repeating the analysis above it also follows immediately that the generating
trivial cofibrations for the projective model structure on Sp(Algo) are trivial cofibra-
tions for the model structure from Theorem 9.3, it follows formally that that model
structure is a left Bousfield localization of the projective model structure on Sp(Algo).
Since left Bousfield localizations are completely determined by the classes of local ob-
jects 6 . By Proposition 3.2 of [20] , the local objects as defined by Definition 2.14 are
lcvelwisc fibrant X. E Sp(AlgO) such that the structure maps X, -+ Map(Si, Xn+1 )
are weak equivalences. Since clearly these are the fibrant objects for the model struc-
ture of Theorem 9.3, we are done.
"Note that this is not the same as saying that a model structure is determined by the cofibrations
and the cofibrant objects.
17Note that though that the statement of that Proposition requires left properness, the remarks
immediately after the proof point out that that condition is unnecessary when the domains of the
generating cofibrations are themselves cofibrant, as is the case for Algo.
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Chapter 10
Homogeneous functors between
ModA and ModB
Our goal in this chapter is to classify finitary homogeneous functors from ModA to
ModB. We start by recalling the analogous result for fmitary homogeneous functors
from Sp' to Sp' (this can be found, for instance , as Corollary 2.5 in [22]).
Theorem 10.1 (Goodwillie). Let F: SpF -+ SpE be a finitary homogeneous functor.
Then there exists a spectrum &nF with a En action such that F is homotopic to the
functor X t- (nF A XAn)hn..
The purpose of chapter is to show the following obvious generalization.
Theorem 10.2. Let F: M odA -+ ModB be a finitary homogeneous simplicial functor.
Then there exists a (B, AAn)-bimodule &nF with a En action interchanging the A-
module structures such that such that F is homotopic to the functor X '-* (6&F AAAn
XAn)hr,.
Here we assume the functor is already simplicial for simplicity, and because that
suffices for the purpose we have in mind.
Naturally the bimodule 6nF in the theorem is just meant to be F(A(S.)), the
value at the free module over the sphere spectrum. The hardest task is to prove that
this object can actually be given the desired bimodule structure in a strict sense in
general.
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Recalling that a (strict) A-module structure on X is just a map of (strict) ring
spectra A -+ End(X) it is clear that this problem would be immediatelly solved if
one were dealing with spectral functors rather than mere simplicial ones. But since a
little introspection reveals that sprectral functors and linear simplicial functors share
many homotopical properties, the case for n = 1 would essentially be solved were one
to show that the homotopy theories of such functors are equivalent, and this is the
essential goal of the next section.
It should be noticed, however, that the case n > 1 does not really present a big-
ger challenge. Indeed, though n-homogeneous functors can not, of course, be made
spectral themselves, they correspond to symmetric n-multilinear functors (when the
target category is stable), and hence dealing with the n > 1 case is just a matter of
generalizing the n = 1 result to show that the homotopy theories of multilinear mul-
tisimplicial symmetric functors and multispectral symmetric functors are equivalent.
10.1 Linear simplicial functors are spectral func-
tors
In this section we shall be using several basic notions of enriched category theory,
such representable functors and weighted enriched colimits, along with some basic
results. We recomend [27] as a general reference for these.
Remark 10.3. Let SpE be given the flat stable model structure, and consider the
induced projective model structure on ModA, for A any ring spectrum.
Then it follows from Sp' being a monoidal category that ModA is a SpE model
category with mapping spectra SPA(X, Y) = eq(Sp(A A X, Y) -: Sp(X, Y)) and the
obvious (underlying) spectral tensoring and cotensoring.
Notice that ModA is also a simplicial model category by reduction of sctruture,
with the simplicial mapping spaces induced given by SSetA(X, Y) = Q*SPA(X, Y),
and the obvious (underlying) simplicial tensoring and cotensoring.
We will have use for the following technical result concerning cofibrant/fibrant
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replacements in these categories.
Proposition 10.4. ModA with the model structure described above has simplicial
cofibrant and fibrant replacement functors. Furthermore, it also has spectral fibrant
replacement functors.
Proof. The statement about simplicial cofibrant and fibrant replacements is well
known (see. for example, Theorem 13.5.2 in [27]), as one needs only to perform the
enriched version of the Quillen small object argument, which then works becuse all
simplicial sets are cofibrant.
The claim about the existence of a spectral fibrant replacement functor is more
delicate precisely because not all spectra are cofibrant, but a careful analysis of the
enriched small object argument in that case still provides a fibrant replacement.
Indccd, note that a general generating trivial cofibration for ModA has the form
A A Z -+ A A W, for Z -+ W a generating trivial cofibration of Sp', and that
the enriched argument requires, at the stage Xp for one to build X3 1 by gluing
Sp-(A A Z, Xp) A A A W to Xp along SpE(A A Z, Xp) A A A Z (for each generating
trivial cofibration). Since the map SpE (A A Z, X3) A A A Z -> Sp' (A A Z, Xp) A A A W
is still a trivial cofibration in the levelwise model structure (though, crucially, possibly
not in ModA), it still does follow that the map X -+ X, is an equivalence, and it is
formal to check that X, is fibrant, proving the result.
Proposition 10.5. Let C C ModA be a small subcategory.
Consider the categories Funsset(C, ModB) and Funser (C, ModB) of, respectively,
enriched simplicial and enriched spectral functors from C to ModB.
Then the projective model structures on both of these functor categories exist.
Furthermore, these model categories are simplicial and cofibrantly generated, and
Funse, (C, ModB) is also a spectral model category.
Proof. Letting I and J denote the sets of generating cofibrations and generating
cofibrations of ModB, one obtains the natural candidates for the generating cofibra-
tions for the functor categories Funsset(C, ModB) and Funspr (C, ModB), the sets
HIceOb(C) SSet(c, -) A I, SSet(c, -) A J and SpE(c, -) A I, Sp-;(c, -) A J
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To see this defines a cofibrantly generated model category one needs to check the
conditions of Theorem 2.L 19 of [19]. The only non obvious condition is 4, the fact
J - cell c W1 n (I - cof) or, more specifically, proving J - cell c W. But this
follows from the fact that the maps in SSet(c, -) A J and SpS(c. -) A J are levelwise
inonoinorphisms and stable equivalences (since so is the sinash of a stable trivial
cofibration with any spectrum).
That these categories are simplicial is formal, with mapping spaces defined by
SSet(F, G) = eq(fJ SSet(F(c), G(c)) a f SSet(F(c) A SSet(c, '). G(d)))
C ceC
with each map induced by adjointess using either the structure of either F or G as
simplicial functors. It is also formal that one has simplicial tensoring and cotensorings,
which are just pointwise, and it is then obvious that the model structure is simplicial
(by verifying that condition using the cotensoring).
The proof that Funsps(C, Aicd8 ) is also a spectral model category is entirely
analogous. [
Proposition 10.6. There is a simplicial Quillen adjuntction
Spf : Funsst (C, Axadn) 4 Funsp(C, ModB): fyt
Proof. The right adjoint is the natural "restriction" of spectral functors to simplicial
ones obtained by applying i. to the maps
Sp5(c, c) C'''} Sp 1 8 (G(c), G(c))
that compose a spectral functor 0.
The left adjoint is defined freely by its value on represent able fic tors SSet (c. -) A
X, which one easily verifies are necessarily sent to SpS(c, -)A X. Since any simplicial
functor is canonically an enriched weighted colimit of representableS namely
F = colim Ct PxAfod(SSet (c, -) A X),
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where the weight W: C x D"P is W(c, x) = SSet(X, F(c)), one then defines
Spf F = colima uo( Sp'(c, -) A X).
It is worth noticing that the model categories we just defined are not the ones
we are ultimately interested in, since Goodwillie Calculus deals only with homotopy
functors, and since we want to restrict to those topological functors which happen to
be 1-homogeneous.
In order to do this, we need to localize the model structures we just defined, and
being able to do this is the main purpose of the following result.
Lemma 10.7. The model structures on Funsset(C, ModB) and Funs,5(C, Mod3 )
are left proper cellular.
Proof. Reall that it was shown in the proof of 10.5 cofibrations in these categories
are in particular pointwise monomorphic natural transformations.
Hence left properness follows immediately from the fact that in Mod3 the pushouts
of weak equivalences by monomorphisms are weak equivalences.
As for cellularity, the proof is essentially a repeat of the proof of 8.5, but with
a minor wrinkle, which we explain now. Suppose given a natural transformation
F -+ G, where G is a cellular functor. Since the generating cofibrations are pointwise
monomorphisms, the argument from the proof of 8.5 applies to show that there is
a small enough' subcellular functor G of G such that the r(c) factor uniquely as
f(c) ~ i (c)F - G -+ G. The wrinkle to verify is that these f(c) assemble to an enriched
natural transformation. This amounts to a straightforward diagram chase of dia-
grams of enriched mapping spaces, but this requires pointing out that the i(c) are
monomorphisms in the enriched sense, rather than just categorically.
Lemma 10.7 means that, by the main Theorem of {18], one is free to localize these
model structures, and hence to obtain appropriate model categories of homotopical,
'The cardinal of cells being bounded by the unionof thecardinalsof all thesimplices in theF (c).
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excisive, etc, functors. Doing this requires some technical care, however, since our
source category C is a small subcategory of ModA. Hence, for instance, demanding a
functor to be homotopical is not something one would expect meaningful if C is too
small, so that w.e. objects can not actually be linked by weak equivalences in C.
Ensuring these type of problems do not occur is the goal of the following definition.
Definition 10.8. Let C C ModA be a small full simplicial/spectral subcategory.
We say C is Goodwillie closed, if * E C, C is closed under finite hocolimits,
tensoring with finite spectra, a chosen spectral fibrant replacement functor (as is
ensured to exist by Proposition 10.4), and a chosen simplicial cofibrant replacement
functor.
Notice that any small C has a small Goodwillie closure C, since the closure con-
ditions only ever add "as many" new objects as those already in C.
Definition 10.9. The homotopical model structures Fun4ss,(C, ModB) and
Funh (C, ModB) are the left Bousfield localizations with respect to the maps
SSet(c,-) A X -4 SSet(c',-) A X
induced by weak equivalences in C.
Notice that the fibrant objects for these model structures are just the levelwise
fibrant homotopical functors.
Remark 10.10. Notice that since the left adjoint clearly sends fibrant objects to
fibrant objects, the adjunction from 10.6 descends to a Quillen adjunction between
the homotopical model structures
FunS t(C, ModB) # Funp (C, ModB).
Definition 10.11. The linear model structure
Fun'"4C, ModB)
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is the further localization with respect to the maps
* -+ SSet(*,-) A X,
and, for each hococoartesian square
A :-B
I1 I
C D
in C, the maps SSet(B, -)AX X SSet(C,-)AX -+ SSet(A, -)AX. (Here
in both cases X ranges over the domains/codomains X of the generating cofibrations
of ModB.)
Remark 10.12. Notice that, by Proposition 3.2 of [20], which says that w.e.s in
MobB can be detected by the mapping spaces out of such X, it follows that the
fibrant objects of Fun5(C, ModB) are precisely the levelwise fibrant, homotopy
functors which are homotopically pointed 2 and sending pushout squares to pullback
squares.
Lemma 10.13. Suppose C is Goodwillie closed.
Then for F any homotopical spectml functor, the reduced topological functor fgtF
is pointed and 1-excisive.
Proof. To see that fgtF is pointed, note that * is the only object in either C or
ModB where the identity map and the null self map coincide. But since any functor
preserves identity maps and spectral functors preserve null maps it follows that fgtF
is pointed.
To check that such a functor is 1-excisive it suffices, by the construction of chapter
4, to check that the natural maps F -+ QFE is a weak equivalence (here we are free to
assume that F is pointwise bifibrant, as necessary). Since the target category is stable
this is equivalent to showing that the adjoint map EF -+ FE is a weak equivalence.
2 1.e, sending * to a contractible objet.
3Here we drop f gt for sirrplicity of notation.
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We show this by proving the existence of left and right inverses up to homotopy. To
do this, let E 1 denote FiSt (recall that E and Q are defined based on FOS'). Notice
that there is a natural w.e. EME C S'.
To prove the existence of a left inverse is suffices to do so for E 1EF -+ EMPE,
and this inverse provided by the diagram
F,'F-+ E-'FE -4 FE-' -+ F
where the second map follows from F being a spectral functor, and the last map is
induced by e. The full composite is then a weak equivalence since it too is induced
by E.
The other side is analogous. To show a left inverse it suffices to do so for EFE- -+
FEE-'. This inverse is provided by the diagram
E E F -+ E F - -+ FEE~' -+ F
where the first map again follows by F being a spectral functor, the last map from E,
and again the full composite is a weak equivalence since it is induced by E.
0
Lemma 10.14. Suppose C is Goodwillie closed.
Then the fibrant replacement of SSet(c, -) A X in Funk ,"(C, ModB), where X is
stable cofibrant, is, up to levelwise fibrant replacement, given by fgt(Sp'((c)c, (-)f ))A
X, where (-)f denotes a (spectral) functorial fibrant replacement functor, and (-)c
denotes any cofibrant replacement functor.
Proof. Since levelwise fibrant replacement does not affect the other fibrancy condi-
tions in Fun h(C, ModB) we will largely omit it so as to simplify notation.
First we note that SSet(c, -) A X a priori fails all fibrancy conditions, as it
is neither homotopical, homotopically pointed, or 1-excisive. We deal with these
conditions in succession.
First, we claim that the "homotopification" of SSet(c, -) A X is SSet((c)c, (-)f) A
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X. That the canonical map SSet(c, -) A X -* SSet((c)c, -) A X is w.e. in the
homotopical model structure is immediate since this is precisely one of the maps
being localized. Hence one needs only deal with the case of c a cofibrant object,
which we assume in the remainder of the proof. Now notice that there is a canonical
natural transformation SSet(c, -) A X -+ SSet(c, (-)f) A X, induced by the natural
transformation id -+ (-)f, and hence, since clearly SSet(c, (-)f) A X is homotopic,
the claim will follow if we show that it is the universal homotopy functor with a map
from SSet(c, -) A X, where universality is read in the homotopy category of functors.
Hence let SSet(c, -) A X -+ F be a natural transformation with F a homotopy
functor. Existence of the factorization then follows immediatly from the fact that the
map on the right in the natural diagram
SSet(c ) A X F
SSet(c, (-)f) A X F o (-)f
is a levelwise equivalence. Similarly, uniqueness follows from the bottom left map in
SSet(c, -) A X SSet (c,(- ))A X F
SSet(c,(-)f) A X ~, SSet(c,((-)f)f) A X ao F o (-)f
being a levelwise equivalence. Indeed, the claim is that the right upper map is deter-
mined by the upper composite. But for this is suffices for it to be determined by the
lower composite, and this follows from knowing that the indicated maps are levelwise
equivalences.
We next show that the homotopically pointed localization of SSet(c, (-)f) A X is
SSet,(c, (-)f) A X, where we denote by SSet,(-, -) the enrichement over pointed
simplicial sets SSet, of the simplical pointed category C. This may seem slightly
confusing since SSet(-, -) and SSet.(-, -) have the same underlying simplicial
set, but the crucial point here is that the A operations are different depending on
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which context one is working in, so that SSet(c, (-)f) A X becomes reinterpreted
as (SSet,(c, (-)f))+ A X in the pointed simplicial context. But now notice that the
natural pushout diagram
X ~ (SSet,(*, (-)+))+ A X (SSet,(c, (-)))+ A X
* SSet,(c, (-)f) A X
is in fact a levelwise homotopy pushout (this follows from the properties of the level
cofibration model structure on spectra, since the top map is an injection), and hence
it is now clear that Map(SSet(c, (-)f) AX, F) ~ Map(SSet*(c, (-)f) AX, F) for any
F a homotopically pointed functor.
Finally, it remains to show that the '1-excisification" of SSet.(c, (-)f) A X is
f9t(SpE(c, (-)I)). Recall that, as in chapter 4, the linearization of a pointed (point-
wise fibrant) simplicial functor F can be computed by hocolimk(QkoFoEk). Consider
the natural morphism4
hocolin(Qk o (SSet.(c, (-)f) A X)1 o Ek) -+ hocolimk(Qk o (Sp (c, (-)f) A X) 1 o E k).
By Lemma 10.13, it suffices to show that this map is a weak equivalence. But up
to equivalence this map can be rewritten as
hocolimk(Qk o ESSet,(c, (-)f) o Ek) A X -+ hocolimk(Ok o Sp (c, (-)f) o Ek) A X,
and it hence suffices to show that
hocolime(Qk o oSSet,(c, (_)f) o -+ hocolim(Qk o Sp (c, (-)f) o Ek)
is a weak equivalence, but this follows from the fact that a spectrum K can be
described as hocolim(Eo7-k (EkK)), finishing the proof.
4Here e omit the reduction f gt of spectral functors to sinpidal functors for simplicity of
notation.
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Theorem 10.15. The adjunction
Funh i(Modf", ModB) Funh u(Modfi", ModB)
is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. That this is indeed a Quillen adjunction is just a restating of Lemma 10.13.
Next we check that the (homotopy) unit of the adjunction is a w.e.. By the small
object argument for the formation of cofibrant replacements it suffices to prove the
statment for functors built cellularly from the generating cofibrations SSet(c, -) A
X -+ SSet(c, -) A Y. Obviously the left adjoint functor preserves homotopy colimits,
but now notice that so does the right adjoint fgt, since colimits of natural transfor-
mations are pointwise in the target. It hence suffices to show that the (homotopy)
unit is a w.e. for functors of the form SSet(c, -) A X. But this is just Lemma
10.14 together with the fact that the homotopical replacement of Sp'(c, -) A X is
SpE((c)c, (-)f) A X, as is clear from the proof of that Lemma.
Finally, it suffices to check that the (right derived functor of the) right adjoint
is conservative with respect to weak equivalences. But this is clear since in both
categories weak equivalences between fibrant functors are given by pointwise weak
equivalences, and clearly fgt preserves those.
The previous theorem naturally generalizes to the case of multilinear functors.
We briefly indicate the changes that need to be made to the previous discussion to
obtain that result.
Definition 10.16. Let C, D be categories. A symmetric n-multifunctor from C to D
Fis a finctor C" -* D together with natural isomorphisms
F ~+ F o a,
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where o denotes the natural action of a permutation on C", together with the obvious
compatibility conditions.
Theorem 10.17. Suppose C is Goodwillie closed.
Then there is a Quillen equivalence
SymMFun is'tn(Mod", ModB) - SymMFunl A(Modn '", ModB).
Proof. First notice that in the category MFunsset(C, D) of multifunctors without
symmetry constraints, the role of representable functors is played by the functors of
the form SSet(ci, -)A - -A SSet(cn, -) A X, for (c1 . .. , c,) E C". There is an obivous
action of E" on such functors (permuting the ci), and hence one sees that the analog
of 10.5 showing the existence of a cofibrantly generated projective model structure
follows by considering generating cofibrations IASSet(c1 , -)A -- -ASSet(cn, -)Ar, En
and generating trivial cofibrations J A SSet(ci, -) A A SSet(cn, -) As. En. The
case of multispectral functors follows analogously.
The proof of the analog of Lemma 10.7, showing these are left proper cellular
model structures, is entirely analogous, and the sets of localizing maps to obtain
multihomotopical and multilinear model structures are induced from the n = 1 case
by5
Smuith = Sh A SSet(c2, -) A - A SSet(c2, -) AE, En
Smuttin = Sun A SSet(c2 , -) A ... A SSet(c2 , -) Ar, En.
The analog of Proposition 10.6, the existence of an adjunction is perhaps a little
less clear, since it may not be obvious how to canonically express a symmetric fune-
tor as a colimit of appropriate representables. Rather than proving such a colimit
expression, we notice instead that since such a technique does work for the non sym-
metric functor categories MFun, and since the right adjoint in that case is obviously
compatible with the E, action on C", then so is the left adjoint, and hence that
left adjoint naturally sends symmetric functors to symmetric functors, providing the
5Here ve are abusing notation by noting that Sh and Si in are built out of functors of the form
X s Set(c, -), so that the notion of "perruting the c" makes sense
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desired adjuntion.
Finally, to finish the proof that this adjunction is indeed a Quillen equivalence one
needs only the appropriate analogs of Lemmas 10.13 and 10.14, the proofs of which
require no noteworthy alterations.
10.2 Characterization of n-homogeneous finitary
functors
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 10.2, after a couple of additional
Lemmas.
Here is a sketch of the main idea (though we caution the reader that some im-
portant technicalities are ignored in the present discussion). As mentioned before,
it suffices to prove the associated result saying that any symmetric G multilinear
functor has the form
X1,...Xn - &nG AA- X1 A --- A X..
By a cofibrant replacement argument, one can essentially assume that the objects
in the source category are cell complexes. Lemma 10.18 then says that any cell
complex is the filtered hocolimit of it's finite sucomplexes, meaning that G can be
completely recovered by its values on the category of finite complexes Co. But then
letting C be a Goodwillie closure of Co, Theorem 10.17 allows one to replace that
restriction by a spectral functor 0, so that G(A,..., A) then has a genuine (B, A')
module structure, and Lemma 10.19 finally provides the desired map G(A,...., A)AAf
X1 A - -- A X, -+ G(X 1,..., X), and it is then easy to finish the proof.
We now prove the aforementioned Lemmas.
Lemma 10.18. Let X be any cellular object of ModA (based on any of the generting
sets of cofibmtions in Definition 8.3 other than those for the level cofibration model
structure).
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Let further Xf'" denote the category of finite subcomplexes of X together with
their inclusions.
Then one has a canonical equivalence
hocolincexfi-C ~* X.
Proof. We first show that colimcExfi.C .z* X is an isomorphism. Since this colimit
is filtered (as the union of finite subcomplexes is clearly a finite subcomplex), this is
just equivalent to showing that any simplex of (any spectral level) of X belongs to
some finite subcomplex, which we further claim can be chosen minimal. Call such a
simplex s.
Now recall that X is presented as a transfinite colimit of monomorphisms
* = XO -+ X1 -+ X2 -+ .. -X
with X3+1 obtained from X by attaching cells' A A FAm along their "boundary"
A A FnA m .
Notice that there must be a minimal # + 1 for which s E X#+1, and a single
specific cell e, being attached to X0 for which s E e, (abusing notation). The claim
now follows by induction on # + 1. Indeed, the "boundary" of e, has the form
A A F,6A", and a map out this boundary is determined completely by the image of
finitely many simplices yo,..., ym and, by induction, those images are contained in
minimal finite subcomplexes C1,..., Cm, and it is then clear that C1 U - --U Cm U {e.}
is the minimal finite subcomplex containing s. Notice that from such such a complex
being minimal it then follows that the intersection of finite subcomplexes is still a
finite subcomplex.
We have now proven that colimcexfinC 4 X, so that the hocolim result will
immediately follow from knowing that the identitiy diagram X1f" -+ ModA is pro-
6Note that though ve preset the argurnet for the generating cofibrations based on the sta-
ble model structure on Sp', the argument applies to the other model structures with no major
alterations.
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jectively cofibrant. This ammounts to showing that for any C the canonical map
colimc'scC' -* C is a cofibration. But this is clear since colimc'scCC' is ensured to
be a subcomplex of C due to the intersection of finite subcomplexes being a finite
subcomplex.
Lemma 10.19. Let G: C" -+ ModB be a multispectral functor, where C C ModA is
a full subcategory closed under the free module construction on objects and containing
A, the free module on the sphere spectrum S. Then there is a natural transformation
G(A,.. .,IA) AI- X1A --- A X,-+G(X1,..., Xn)
induced by the "identity" map at (A, , A).
Furthermore, this natural transformation is compatible with En actions when F is
a symmetric functor.
Proof. We first notice that G(A,- ,A) does indeed have n commuting right module
A structures, which are induced by the composites
A -+ SpN(A, A) E SpE(G(A,... , A), G(A,..., A))
where the first map describes the right A-module structure of A in ModA and the
second map corresponds to spectrality of F in it's i-th variable. For the remainder
of the proof we deal only with the case n = 1 so as not to overbear the notation, but
we note that the case n > 1 presents no further difficulties.
Now consider the diagram
G(A) A A A X = G(A) A X -+ F(A A X) -+ F(X),
where the first two maps correspond to the left A-module structure on X and the right
A-module structure on G(A), the middle map is adjoint to X -+ Sp-(A, A A X) -+
SpE(G(A), G(A A X)), and the final map is obtained by applying G to the structure
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multiplication map A A X -+ X, which we note is a map in ModA. Since F(A) AA X
is the coequalizer of the first two maps we will be finished by showing that the top
and bottom compositions coindice.
Consider first the composition corresponding to the left module structure on X.
By adjointness this corresponds to a composite
AAX -+ X -+ Sp'(A, A A X) -+ SpE(G(A),G(A A X)) -+ SpE(G(A),G(X)),
and by functoriality of F with respect to A A X -4 X this is the same as a composite
A A X -+ X -+ Sp(A, A A X) -+ SpA(A, X) -+ SpB(G(A),G(X)).
On the other hand, the composition corresponding to the right module structure
on G(A) corresponds by adjointness to a composite
A AX -+ Sp-(A, A) A X -+ SpE(G(A). G(A)) A X -+ SpB(G(A), G(A) A X)
-+ SpE(G(A),G( A A X)) -+ SpB(G(A), G(X)),
(10.20)
which is rewritten using naturatily of F with respect to X -+ SpA(A, A A X) as
AAX -+ SpE(A, A) A X -+ SpN(A, A A X) -+ SpB(G(A),G(A A X)) -+ SpF(G(A),G(X)),
(10.21)
which can be further rewritten using naturality with respect to the multiplication
map A A X -+ X as
AAX -4 Sp (A, A) A X -+ SpN(A, A A X) -+ SpE(A,X) -+ SpB(G(A),G(X)).
(10.22)
Looking at both composites one sees that they both factor as a map A A X -+
SpA(A, X), and winding these definitions one sees that these two maps are precisely
the maps that must match for X to be an A-module, finishing the proof. 0
Proof of Theorem 10.2. It suffices to show that any symmetric G multilinear multi-
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simplicial functor is equivalent to one of the form
X1, ... -, Xn - onG AgAAX1 A --- A Xn.
First one replaces G by GoQn, where Q denotes the Quillen small object argument
cofibrant replacement functor. Since Q(f) for f : X -+ Y is always a cellular map, one
has induced funtors7 hocolim((Qx)finfl)rG -+ colim((QX)fn) G -+ GoQ", where (QX)fin
denotes the category of finite subcomplexes of QX. It then follows by Lemma 10.18
that the full composite is a weak equivalence for all X, since it is a weak equivalence
on finite complexes and both functors commute with filtered colimits.
Furthermore, it is clear that one can replace the restriction of G to the category
of finite complexes by any other equivalent functor G while still having a zig zag of
weak equivalences between G and hocolim((Qx)fin)yC.
Now let C be the smallest Goodwillie closed category that contains (a skeleton of)
all finite complexes, and that is further closed under forming the free algebra over its
objects. Then Theorem 10.17 provides an equivalent spectral functor C, and Lemma
10.19 then provides a map of functors G(A, ... , A)AA1 X1A- - -AXn -+ G(X1 ,.. . , Xn).
While it is not necessarily obvious whether this natural transformation is a weak
equivalence over the whole of C, since it is so on (A, - -- , A) it is also so for any tuple
with coordinates of the form A A F.6A'n (as this is a suspension of A and both sides
are linear functors), and hence also on any finite complexes.
It hence finally follows that F is equivalent to hocolim((Qx)Pnfl), and since this
last one is clearly (the left derived functor of)
X1, .. ., Xn 4 AAAm X1 A --- A Xn,
the proof is concluded.
7Here we use for hocolim ryr(Q)xy I,)G the rmodels B(*,(QX )'", G) ~ N (-/(QX )"in) @(Qx) yn
G, as described in Theoren 66.1 of [27], and were we make a (sirridal) pointwise cofibrart
replacenent of G if necessary.
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Chapter 11 -
Goodwillie Calculus in the Algo
categories
In this chapter we present our main results concerning Goodwillie Calculus as it
relates to the Algo categories. We point out that we will throughout deal only with
the case where those categories are pointed or, equivalently, 0(0) = *.
In section 11.1 we finally assemble the results proven so far to characterize the
Goodwillie tower of the identity in Algo as being the homotopy completion tower
studied in [17] and associated to the truncated operads O<,.
In section 11.2 we show that, when studying n-excisive functors either to or from
A1g 0 one can equivalently study n-excisive functors to or from Algo,. Combining
this with section 11.1 this effectively says that the category Algo<, can be recovered
from the category Algo purely in Goodwillie calculus theoretic terms. One might then
wonder whether an arbitrary homotopical category C admits an analogous "trunca-
tion" C<,, a question the author would like to examine in future work.
Finally, section 11.3 shows that for finitary functors between categories of the form
Algo one does have at least a weak version of the chain rule as proved for spaces and
spectra (and conjectured in general) in [1].
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11.1 The Goodwillie tower of IdAlg0
In this section we characterize the Goodwillie tower of IdAu. First we introduce
some notation.
Definition 11.1. Let 0 be an operad such that 0(0) = *. Then the truncation
operad O<, is the operad' whose spaces are
O(m) if m < n
if n < m
Notice that there is a canonical map of operads 0 - O-*.
Definition 11.2. Notice that putting together Theorem 10.2, the results of Part I
and Remark 9.10 it follows that any n-homogeneous finitary functor F: Algo -+ Alg6
has the form 2
X- Q !'(g6,F AOg yn ( E'yX ) )hE
where &,F is a (O(1), 0(1)"r)-bimodule, which we call the n-derivative of F.
The following is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 11.3. The Goodwillie tower of the identity for Algo is given by the (left
derived) truncation functors O<, o -.
Furthermore, the n-derivative is O(n) itself with its canonical (0(1), 0(1)l")-
bimodule structure.
We first show that the proposed Goodwillie tower is indeed composed of n-excisive
functors. This will follow by combining the results of [17] with the main result of the
previous chapter.
Lemma 11.4. The left derived functors of O<, oo -: Algo -+ Algo are n-excisive.
1We notice that the fact that this forrrs an operad depends on the fact that 0(0) =
2Here we use the notation of Renark 9.10.
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Proof. In order to avoid the need to introduce cofibrant replacements everywhere we
instead deal only with the restrictions of these functors to the cofibrant objects in
Modo.
The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 follows since 0<1 oo - is just
QOOEOO.
For the induction step, assume for the moment that 0 satisfies the cofibrancy
condiction needed to apply Theorem 4.21 of [17].
Then letting On denote the 0-bimodule with values 0n(n) = O(n) and 0n(m) =
* for n $ m, one gets a hofiber sequence
On 0 -- 0 n oo - -0 O_(n.1) 0. (11.5)
Now notice that 0 oo X = O(n) As, (0(1) A0 X)^". so that this is indeed an
n-homogencous functor.
To finish this case, notice that since holims in algebra categories are underlying,
it suffices to prove that Onoo is n-excisive as a functor landing in spectra, and the
result for cofibrant operads now follows by induction since spectra are stable.
Now consider the case of a general 0. As remarked in [17], any such operad
can be replaced by a suitably cofibrancy operad 0', and Theorem 3.26 of that paper
shows that the < 00 - and 0' oo, - functors correspond to each other via the
Algo, ;-± Algo Quillen equivalence. But since the property of a functor being excisive
is not changed by transfering over Quillen equivalences (Section 2.5), the result for
general 0 follows.
5
Proof of Theorem 11.3. In order to avoid the need to introduce cofibrant replace-
ments everywhere we instead deal only with the restrictions of these functors to the
cofibrant objects in Modo.
First note that since holimits in Algo are underlying one is free to just prove
that the 0 oo - form the Goodwillie tower of the identity when viewed as functors
landing in Sp'. Thanks to Lemma 11.4 it remains only to show that the natural map
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Id - 0<. o - induces an isomorphisn on the homogeneous layers 1 through n.
Now consider the natural left Quillen adjoints
Modogi} A 9y Mo(i)
which. as noticed in Remark 9.10, compose to the identity. Now, since 0 o() - is
a left Quillen functor it preserves homotopy colimits and hence precoimposition with
it commnutes with the process of forming Goodwillie towers and layers. On the other
hand, by Part I and Remark 9.10 any such homogeneous functor factors through
0(1) o 0-, and it hence now follows that one can just as well verify the theorem after
precomposing with 0 o0() -.
We have hence reduced the result to the claim that JJ, O(n) A5r, X" is the n-th
excisive approximation to J O0(n) A5 , X". But this is a well known fact about
analytic functors, finishing the proof.
Remark 11.6. Notice that as a particular case of Theorem 11.3 it follows that for
eny truncated operad O<. the category of algebras Alo0 , has the property that its
identity fuctor is n-excisive.
Remark 11.7. Theorem 11.3 asserts that the n-stage of the Goodwillie tower for
IdAk 0 is the monad associated to the adjunction
Algo t Algo,,
hence describing it as a left Quillen functor, followed by Ido, followed by a right
Quillen functor, and froi this perspective the n-excisivencss of this composite is then
a consequence of the n-excisiveness of IdAk 0 .<
Now suppose that A is a (0', 0)-bimodule (in syeuntric sequences), and consider
the associated functor
At goFA^A*0~ Algry.
It is then not hard to see that the proof of Theorem 11.3 can (with a little extra
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care about cofibrancy conditions) be adapted to show that the Goodwillie tower for
FA is given by the functor FA,,, where A<, denotes the obvious truncated (O', 0)-
binodule.
Notice that we then have a factorization3
c~oo-j FA~Alg o  a-- Algo,
os.oo- I5A4 f
Algo,, FAl,
associating to the n-excisive functor FA,,,: Alg 0 -+ Algo, an n-excisive functor
FA<1 1 : Alg, -+ Algo-, between algebras over the truncated operads. Perhaps more
surprising is the fact that any finitary n-excisive functor admits a similar factorization.
That is the content of the next section.
11.2 n-excisive finitary functors can be "truncated"
The objective of this section is to prove the following result.
FTheorem 11.8. Let Algo -+ Algy be a finitary n-excisive functor.
Then there is a finitary n-excisive Algo0  + Algo such that one has a factor-
ization (up to homotopy)
Alo FA19 0 - 9 Alg,
Algo~r F lo
-It
(here Q denotes a fixed cofibmnt replacement functor)
Furthermore, any two such F are equivalent.
The existence part of Theorem 11.8 is a fairly straightforward consequence of The-
orem 11.3 and the following Lemma, which is a fairly direct adaptation of Proposition
3Here we abuse notation by also viewing A~s as a (Osn,0sn)-birnodule, and by hence also
denting by FA, the functor associated to that (Osa, Os)-bimodule
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3.1 of [1], while the uniquess part will use the additional Lemma 11.10.
Lemma 11.9. Let F, G be pointed simplicial homotopy functors between categories
of the form Algo (allowing for different operads for the source and target categories).
Assume F and G are composable. Then
1. The natural map P,(FG) -+ Pn((P1F)G) is an equivalence.
2. If F is finitary, then the natural map Pn(FG) -* Pn(F(PnG)) is an equivalence.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of that of Proposition 3.1 of [1], and
we hence indicate only the main differences.
First, and as was usual in the proofs of Part I, note that one is free to restrict
oneself to cofibrant objects and to assume that F and G take bifibrant values.
The proof of part (1) is then essentially unchanged, with the map P (P, (F)G) -"+
P,(FG) built using the enrichment of these functors over pointed simplicial sets, and
it's key properties being retained.
For part (2), the claim that the proof from 15] works when the middle category is
spectra is replaced with the claim that that proof works whenever that middle cate-
gory is ModA, with the use of Proposition 6.10 in [14] replaced by its generalization
in Proposition 3.27. The remainder of the proof equally follows, as after reducing to
the case where F is n-homogeneous one can also write FPF'E, where E' denotes
the 0(1) oo - functor, and since E0 shares all the relevant properties of Eo, the
result follows.
0
Lemma 11.10. Let C denote the composite of (derived functors)
Algo, -9 Algo " Algo 7.
(here Q denotes a cofibrant replacement functor)
Then the canonical counit map C -+ IdAlg, becomes a weak equivalence after
applying Pn.
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Proof. Notice that since fgt is conservative (i.e. it reflects w.e.s) and it commutes
with forming P,, one may has well prove the result after postcomposition with fgt.
But now consider the canonical composite
f gt o Q -+ fgt o 0<,0 0 Q o fgt -+ f gt
This full composite is a weak equivalence, and it hence suffices to check that the
first map is a weak equivalence after applying P. But this follows by Lemma 11.9,
since the first map is induced by the unit Ido -+ fgt o 0<, oo -, which is just the
n-excisive approximation of Ido by Theorem 11.3.
Proof of Theorem 11.8. Then set ' to be the composite
ftg<n F n* 0oQAlgo< - > Algo -+ Alg' > Algor,
and let F = P,(F').
Since fgto, commutes with filtered hocolims and with holims, and since O<,,ooQ
commutes with hocolimits, one has (a zig zag of) an equivalence fgto0  0 P"(F') o
0< o0 Q ~ P( fgtof o F' o O<n oo Q).
But this is then just P,(P,(IdA, 0) o F o P,(IdAgo)), and Lemma 11.9 then ap-
plies to show that, since F was assumed finitary and n-excisive, this functor is just
equivalent to F itself, proving the existence of factorization.
For uniqueness, the claim is then that any such P is weak equivalent to P,(O oot
Qo Fo fgten), and our hypothesis says that this is weak equivalent to Pn(Co Po C),
where C is the composite appearing in Lemma 11.10. One then finishes the proof by
applying Lermnas 11.9 and 11.10.
Remark 11.11. Theorem 11.8 roughly proves an equivalence of homotopy categories
H o( Fun fi"'<"( Algo, Algot)) ~ H o(Fun f "',"( Al go,, Algol n)).-
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(here the notation Funf">" is meant to denote n-excisive finitary functors)
We note however that this should underlie an actual Quillen equivalence of model
categories Fun! in,<"(Algo, Algo') and Fun fin' n(Algo,, Algot<).
Indeed, ignoring excisiveness for the moment, the 0., oo -, fgt0 type adjunc-
tions should indude a combined pre and post-composition adjunction between the
functor categories, and this adjunction descends to n-excisive functors, which one
should be able to view as a localization of the "model category of all functors". The
proof of Theorem 11.8 is then essentially checking that the unit and counit in this
hypothethical Quillen adjunction are weak equivalences.
Unfortunately it seems hard to construct appropriate Fun "'" model categories.
For instance, the techniques of section 10.1 essentially break down due to Algo gen-
erally not being left proper', and one hence does not have direct access to the local-
ization machinery of [18], and that we are current reduced to the weaker form of the
result presented here.
11.3 Proto chain rule
Throughout this section we assume that 0 satisfies the cofibrancy condition used in
[17]. Note that in that case 0 o - is both an homotopy functor when restricted to
stable cofibrant spectra and sends stable cofibrant spectra to stable cofibrant spectra.
This then ensures that the functors appearing in Theorem 11.12 are homotopically
meaningful.
Our goal in this section is to provide some evidence that a result analogous to the
Chain Rule proved in [1] should also hold for functors between the Algo categories.
Firstly, recall that in that paper it was conjectured that for C a category in which
one can do Goodwillie Calculus one should expect that the derivatives5 5, (Idc) form
in some sense an operad, and one can hence view Theorem 11.3 as evidence of this,
4 n the rare case where Algo is indeed left proper, the main cases of this beng when 0 is a
monoid (i.e concentrated in degree 1) or an enveloping operad of the form ComA we do howeer
expect such a treatrnent to be viable
5We note though that also part of this conjecture is that there is a sensible way to generally
ddine such objects in the first place
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since as a symmetric sequence the derivatives 6.IdAIg, are just O itself. Unfortunately
we have no intrisic construction of an opeard structure on the 6 ,IdAlgv with which to
compare the operad structure on 0, but we can offer at least some heuristic in that
sense. Namely, given a homotopy functor F: Algo -+ Algoy consider the composite
Sp: 2 Algo + Alg !$ Spz
As was argued in the proof of Theorem 11.3 one can read the derivatives of F as the
derivatives of this composite6 . Applying this when F = IdAl,, and using the already
known chain rule for functors in SpE, one gets a hypothetical operad structure map
6
,(IdAlgo) o 6,(IdAigc) ~ 64(0 o -) o 6,(O o -) -+ 6,(O o -) ~ 6,(IdAIgo)
with the middle map7 induced by the natural map of functors fgt o 0 o fgt o O -+
fgt o .
Taking this idea further one can also construct "module structures" over O for
the derivatives of other functors to or from Algo. For instance, in the case of F a
functor to Algo one can write
6,(IdAlgo) o3,(F) 6 .(O o -) o6,(fgto Fo(' o-) -+ 6,(fgt oF o (' o-)~ 6.(F),
where the middle map is induced by the natural transformation fgt o 0 o fgt o F -+
fgt o F. The case of functors from Algo is similar.
One has the following result, which according to the previous remarks can be
viewed as a weak version of the chain rule. We note that this is very closely in form
(and proof) related to Theorem 16.1 of [1].
6Strickly speadng the argument used in that proof precoomposed with the maps
M odom Algo and Algb ! + M odo 1, so now we are actually disregarding the
(0 (1), 0(1)n)-birrodule structures.7Tecnichally speaking this map actually requires "inverting" the equivalence
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Theorem 11.12. Consider finitary homotopy functors
Algol 4+ Algo E4 Algon,
Then the canonical maps
1. JPnB.(fgtoGoV,fgt o(,fgtoFo0')| -~> P(fgtoGoFo ')
2. lDnB,(fgt o G o 0, 0,fo0,fgt o F o 0) + Dn(fgt o G o F o 0')
are equivalences.
Here the geometric realizations are taken in the homotopical sense (i.e. they are
performed after making a Reedy cofibrant replacement).
Proof. The overall strategy of the proof mimics that of Theorem 16.1 of [1], and we
hence focus on the points at which specific properties of Alg0 need to be used.
Notice that part (2) will follow immediatelly once we know (1), as homotopy fibers
commute with geometric realization.
We first deal with part (1). The first step is to notice that, by 11.9, the map
G -+ P.G induces levelwise equivalences between the relevant augmented simplicial
objects, so it suffices to prove the result assuming G is n - excisive.
Consider now a hofiber sequence of functors G' -+ G -+ G", so that one wants to
check that the result will follow for G if one knows it for both G' and G". Notice that
one then obtains an associated levelwise hofiber sequence of augmented simplicial
objects. But since both weak equivalences and (homotopically meaningful) geometric
realizations in Algo are computed in Sp-, the result follows immediately from not-
ing that the hofiber sequence of augmented simplicial objects is also an underlying
hocofiber sequence.
We have now hence reduced to proving the claim in the case that G is a finitary
n-homogeneous functor. At this point notice that P actually commutes with the
geometric realization (since geometric realizations commute with both filtered ho-
colimits and the punctured cube holimits), so it sufficed to check that in this case
one has an equivalence as in (1) with the P, removed. Recall that G has the form
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X .+ trivoo (5G AhE, TAQo(X)A"), where onG is a (0"(1), O(1)'n)-bimodule. This
means that in the terms of the the simplicial augmented object one has a fgt o trivon
on the leftmost side, and since this composite is just forgetting from O"(1)-modules
to SpE, one sees that the homotopy coinvariants hEn commute with the whole con-
struction, and can hence be removed, so that one can deal instead with a functor of
the form X i-+ trivon(6G A TAQo(X)^"). But in this case the augmented simplicial
object being discussed is naturally the diagonal of a n multisimplical object8 , so that
one can replace the geometric realization by a n-multigeometric realization. Since
this amounts to moving the 6nG A - out of the whole thing, we have reduced to the
case G = TAQ. But TAQ is a left Quillen functor, hence commuting with the (homo-
topical) realization, and one can hence take G as the identity. The result now follows
by Theorem 1.8 of t16], saying that any V-algebra is canonically the (homotopical)
realization of its bar construction.
8By considering themrultilinear functor associated to G, X1, --- Xn a 6,GATAQ(X 1, --- ,Xn)
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Appendix A
Cofibrancy of Qn(i)
When proving Theorem 9.3 we used the fact that Q_ 1 (i) (in [15] notation) is a
projective cofibrant Et object whenever i: X -+ Y is a cofibration between cofibrant
objects in the positive flat stable model structure in SpE This result is very closely
related to Proposition 4.28 in [15] (though we focus our attention on mere symmetric
spectra rather than symmetric sequences). Indeed, both of the results above would
follow immediately from showing that Q"(i) -+ Qp(i), t < t' is a projective Et-
cofibration. Unfortunately, though the proof presented in [15] proves many instances
and consequences of this last result, it does not quite prove the full result, the proof
of which will be the goal of this section.
We start with some notation.
Definition A.1. Let i: I -+ SpE be any diagram.
We then let iAn denote the "cubical" diagram
in: xI (spExn ^-+ Sp
Now let S C Ixl be any subset which is symmetric with respect to the obvious
En action on I ". We denote
Qng(i) = coliMS(i^").
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Notice that since A is a symmetric model structure and S is a symmetric set, this
spectrum inherits a E, action.
Remark A.2. Notice that what is denoted by Q"(i) in [15] gets reinterpreted in this
notation as Qn(i) where i = X -+ Y is a viewed as a map (0 -* 1) -+ Sp' and S is
the set of objects of (0 -+ 1)' of tuples using at most t 1's.
Notice that the maps Q'(i) -+ Qt(i), t < t' from [15] get reinterpreted as the
maps QS(i) -+ QC(i), S c 5' for S, S' any En symmetric downward closed' subsets.
We shall need the following fact, which is used in the proofs in [15].
Proposition A.3. Let i: X -+ Y be a pushout of one of the generating cofibrations
for the positive flat stable model structure in Spy. Assume further that X, Y are
themselves cofibrant.
Then the maps Qt(i) -+ Q'(i), t < t' are projective En -cofibrations.
Proof. This is implicitly proved in 115], while proving Proposition 4.28 of that paper
(note that this proof is found in section 6). Namely, it is proven explicity that
Qt(i) -+ Y^* is a cofibration, and the lower cases Q1(i) -+ Q1g(i),0 < k <
t - 2 follow by induction from the case Qk+1(i) -+ yAk+1 and formula (4.14) in that
paper.
Now recall that any cofibration in SpE is a retract of a transfinite composition
of maps as in Proposition A.3, which should hence be thought of as a sort of "base
case". This means that to prove the kind of result we want it now essentially remains
to show that the composite of maps satisfying the conclusion of A.3 also satisfies it.
This is the reason for the generality in Definition A.1: proving this result is best done
by considering diagrams based on the category 0 -+ 1 -+ 2.
The following is the main result of this section.
Proposition A.A. Let i: (0 -+ 1 -+ 2) -+ SpE be a diagram of cofibrations between
cofibration objects ZO 1 Z, ±4 Z2 for the positive flat stable model structure.
1Wesay that S isdownward closed ifforanyobjetxES and mpy-+x,soisyES.
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Suppose further that for the fi one has that the maps Q"(f ) -+ Q' (f ), t < t' are
projective E,-cofibrations.
Now let S c S' c (0 -+ 1 -+ 2) * be any symmetric downward closed subsets.
Then the map
Q)n(i) -+ Qng,(i)
is a projective En-cofibration.
Proof. Without loss of generality it suffices to consider the case where S' is obtained
from S by adding as little as possible, namely a single orbit, the orbit of a point
e = {2} Xn2 x (i}xmi x {0}xm. Now letting S, be the tuples under and different
from e (note that our hypothesis implies Se c S), one sees that one has a pushout
diagram
E -(i) Q(i)
>3 x x A Zi(i)
m rn2 X E XEMO
The result will hence follow if one shows that the left hand map is a E,-cofibration,
and for this it suffices to show that Q" (i) -+ Z2 2 A Zm"' A ZO' is a Em2 X EMI X Emo-
cofibration.
Now notice that Se decomposes as S2 U y Se', where S, is the set of tuples where
one "reduces" at least one of the coordinates with a 2, and S, the set where one
reduces at least one coordinate with a 1. Si" is the intersection, where one performs
both reductions. Since these conditions are independent, and A preserves colimits in
each variable, it then follows that 2
Qn (i) = QMM_(f2 ) A Z 1 ( A ZO"".
Qn (i) = Z2?2 A Qm' 1 (f 1 ) AZ70 ,
=r Qi(f2) A Q. 1 h AZ'
2To obtain the Qm21 (f 2) factors one should notice that, by a finality argument, one can always
assurre that coordinates with a 2 get reduced to coordinates with a1.
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One the concludes that the map Q (i) -+ Z 2 A Z1" A Z" is given by smashing
Z0"0 with the pushout product of the maps Q2_I(f2) -+ Z22 and Q _I(fi) -+ Z"
Since these are all appropriately cofibrant, the result finally follows from the fact
that the functor (Sp3)E* 2 x (SpE)3Ix (SpE)Eo ^ (SpE)Em2XEI XEmO is a Quillen
trifunctor.
Remark A.5. We notice that in the previous proof we needed to know that when
Zo positive is flat stable cofibrant then ZO is a projective Em0-cofibrant object. This
of course follows from Proposition 4.28 in [15], but this is a bit redundant, since the
whole purpose of this section is to provide a refinement of that proof.
Rather, we notice that since knowing the E,-cofibrancy of A is the only obstacle
to applying the results in this section to a positive stable cofibration A -+ B, the
desired Emo-cofibrancy of Zo' follows by first running the full argument of this section
to the map * -+ Zo.
Remark A.6. We notice that nothing about the previous proof relies too much on
using diagrams indexed by 0 -+ 1 -+ 2. Indeed, it should be clear how to generalized
it to diagrams indexed by 0 -+ 1 -+ 2 -+ 3 or other finite linear indexing categories.
And, by adding a little transfinite argument, it shouldn't be hard to generalize the
proof to categories indexing "transfinite compositions", or even entirely general direct
categories3 , provided one then assumes that i is a projective cofibrant diagram.
However, since we have no actual use for such generality (and the notation would
become more involved), we restrict ourselves to this simpler case, which suffices for
our purposes.
Corollary A.7. Let Zo 14 Z1 -2 Z2 be as in A..4.
3See Deinition Z
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Then the following diagram is a projective cofibrant diagram of En-objects4.
Q"(fi Q"t(f2/ 1)
I 4
Q "+1(1 Q"+ 1(f2/f1)
Proof. This is a direct consequence of A.4, because all objects in this square can be
identified with Qn(i) for some S. For Q (fi) this is S;, the subset of tuples with no
2's and with at least n - k O's, while for Q'(f2f1) it is S2, the subset of tuples with
at least n - k O's.
The result then follows immediately from noticing that St+1 n St = St and St+1 U
SC C S +
Corollary A.8. Let A -+ B be any cofibration between cofibrant objects for the
positive flat stable model structure in Sp'.
Then the maps Q"(f) -+ Q"+1(f) are En-cofibrations between En-cofibrant objects.
Proof. As usual, a retract argument allows one to reduce to the case of a (transfinite)
cellular cofibration
A = A, 1 A 1 1 A2  ... -+ colimAi.
Denote by i, the full map A -+ colimAi.
Proposition A.7 then implies that
(io) Q" 1(ii1io) Q"(n~ o .n - (ix.)
is a projective E,-cofibrant diagram5, and the result now follows. 0
4Explicity, this means that all objects are In-cofibrant, that all rmps are In-cibrations, and
that so is the map Qn (f2f1 ) UOn(f ) Q". 1(f1 ) -> Qn. 1(f 2fi)5One needsfor thisto know that Qn commuteswith transtinitecorposition. T hisfollows directly
from thefact that the X Xn functors do.
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The following result is not strictly necessary for our purposes, but it is of inde-
pendent interest, as was pointed to the author by David White. Namely, we want
to know how much of the previous results holds for cofibrations A -+ B when the
objects aren't cofibrant.
Proposition A.9. Let A -4 B be a positive flat stable cofibration in Sp2 . Then
Qnn_(f) -+ B" is a E n-cofibration.
Proof. The proof is just a repeat of the results in this section. We merely list the
relevant differences that occur from droping the cofibrancy hypothesis on the objects.
First, Proposition A.3 now holds only for the case Qn 1 (i) __ Yn. Second, Propo-
sition A.4 holds only when S' is obtained from S by adding points that have no 0
coordinates, but this still allows one to conclude in Proposition A.7 that the vertical
maps and the map Q" 1 (f 2f1)UQn (I)(Z 1 )" -+ (Z 2 )" are En-cofibrations. The result
then follows.
Proposition A.10. Let 0(1) be a ring spectrum, and X + Y a (prjective) 0(1)-
positive flat cofibration.
Then Q,"_ _4 Y" is a 0(1)'"-coflbration.
Furthermore, if X is also 0(1)-positive flat cofibrant, then the maps Q" -+ Qp
are all 0(1)?n-coflbrations.
Proof. It is fairly clear how to adapt the arguments in this section. The less obvi-
ous point is maybe whether the functor Modo(1y)In2 x Modo( 1 1ing x Modo(1, - A
Mody,,2 xEa, xO(1)r"2+l+ no in indeed a Quillen trifunctor, but as usual it suffices to
check it on generating cofibrations, for which this is obvious. 0
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